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SECRETARY’S ANNOUNCEMENTS
SOME FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Wednesday 11 September 2013, 5.30 for 6 p.m. in the
Mountbatten Room, Royal Over-Seas League, Prof Thomas
Pinney will speak to us on the “Confessions of an Editor”.
Monday 7 October 2013, “Rudyard Kipling in America”
Symposium hosted by Marlboro College, Vermont, USA.
Keynote speaker Professor Thomas Pinney. Papers by Daniel
Karlin, U.C. Knoepflmacher, Tricia Lootens, Jan Montefiore,
Judith Plotz, Tom Ragle and David Richards.
Tuesday 8 October 2013, Visit to Naulakha House, lecture by
Charles Fish.
Wednesday 13 November 2013, 5.30 for 6 p.m. in the
Mountbatten Room, Royal Over-Seas League, Prof Daniel
Karlin, University of Bristol will speak to us on “Kipling’s
French: People, Place, Language”.
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EDITORIAL
BY THE INCOMING EDITOR, JANET MONTEFIORE

It is both an honour and an exciting prospect to become the Editor of
the Kipling Journal, of which I have been an eager reader for years. I
should like to begin by thanking David Page, who did a splendid job
editing the Journal and will be a hard act to follow, for his generous
support, advice and help to me as incoming Editor.
I shall follow the lead of David and previous editors in keeping the
Kipling Journal as both the journal of record of the Kipling Society
with details of future meetings, names of Council members and regular
reports of the Society’s Annual Luncheon and AGM, and a repository
of articles on multitudinous aspects of Kipling’s work, life, family and
interests, together with readers’ letters and reviews of new publications
by and on Kipling. I have always enjoyed and admired the Journal’s
characteristic mix of high-powered academic argument and detailed
scholarship with contributions from Kipling enthusiasts who are not
from an academic background but have something interesting and
important to say. I shall continue this editorial approach, welcoming
contributions from amateur enthusiasts and Kipling scholars as well
as publishing historians, genealogists, biographers, literary critics and
academics.
Yet while the form and content of the Journal will in many ways
remain familiar, my own interests as a Kipling reader who is also a
semi-retired professional academic will play some part in my editorship. I shall continue David Page’s practice of printing occasional
supplementary issues to the Journal based on the proceedings of Kipling
conferences and ‘Study Days’ on particular aspects of Kipling’s work
such as the story collection Actions and Reactions (Sheffield University,
2009) and the poem ‘The Absent-Minded Beggar’ (Bristol University,
2010), to be followed I hope by a supplementary issue of papers from
the forthcoming ‘Rudyard Kipling in America’ Symposium at Marlboro
College, Vermont, in October 2013. In addition to these Supplements,
I should like to expand this policy by running some ‘themed’ issues on
such topics as Kipling as journalist and/or traveller, Kipling and literature both English and foreign, Kipling and war. I would like the first
of these themed issues to be on Kipling as poet, so in the near future I
shall particularly welcome and may well approach people for contributions about any aspect of Kipling’s poetry, although it should go almost
without saying that I shall be glad to receive essays on other topics. I
should also like, although this depends on readers, to enlarge ‘Readers’
Letters’ as a forum for discussions of Kipling.
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Kipling’s influence lives both in the interest and pleasure that his
readers take in his work and in the way contemporary writers and
artists have engaged with his writing and his life. Recent instances of
this dialogue are Mary Hamer’s new novel Kipling and Trix (2012)
reviewed by me in this issue, and more obliquely the delightful London
Jungle Book (2006) by the gifted Gond artist Bhajji Shyam which was
dramatized in 2012 at the Southbank Centre, Moniza Alvi’s poetry
collection How the Stone Found Its Voice (2005), influenced by the
Just-So Stories, and Jane Gardam’s moving and brilliant novel Old
Filth (2004), inspired by Kipling’s story ‘Baa Baa, Black Sheep’.
So as well as scholarly, critical, historical and biographical essays, I
should welcome both creative work in prose or verse that engages with
Kipling, and contributions from writers or artists thinking about their
own relationship with Kipling’s work.
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ANNUAL LUNCHEON 2013
The Kipling Society Luncheon was held on Wednesday 1 May at the
Royal Over-Seas League, London. The Guest Speaker was Maj.- Gen.
Sir Sebastian Roberts. At his table were our President, Lt. Col. R. C.
Ayers, Mrs Lesley Ayers, our Chairman, Professor Leonee Ormond,
and Mr Richard Ormond, Lord and Lady Cope of Berkeley and Jane
Keskar. Apologies were received from those who, unfortunately, were
unable to attend: Major K. Bonny, Mr B. Bouric, Mr Derek MacKenzie,
Mrs Judith Lewins, Mr Andrew Lycett, Mr R. Pettigrew, Mr & Mrs S.
Wade and Mr John Walker. The occasion, which was a great success,
was attended by some 79 guests including:
Admiral Sir Peter Abbott, Colonel R.D. Abbott, Mr J.B. Ashwin, Mr J.
Axe, Mr R.B.C. Baker, Mrs P.M. Baker, Mr T. Bailey, Mrs L. Bailey,
Miss Clementine Bailey, Mr Derek Balls, Mr R. Beck, Mrs E. Beck,
Mrs Diane Bonny, Mrs Helen Brown, Mrs Barbara Caseley-Dickson,
F.M. Sir John Chapple, Lady Chapple, Professor R.R. Clements, Dr
N.K. Cooper, Mr Cussons, Miss Katherine Cussons, Mrs S. Cussons,
Mr Nicholas Dakin, Mrs C. Davies, Mr J. Davison, Mr Andrew
Dodsworth, Mr Gary Enstone, Mr M. Fairey, Mr O. Foster, Mrs A.
Foster, Miss Laura Foster, Dr Mary Hamer, Miss Anne Harcombe,
Dr T.A. Heathcote, Mrs M.M. Heathcote, Mrs Julia Hett, Mr R.C.
Kernick, Mrs A.A.E. Kernick, Mr Sharad Keskar, Mr W.H.B. Key,
Dr J. D. Lewins, Mr D.P.J. McCarthy, Mrs R.J.P. McCarthy, Lt.Col. P.
McFarlane, Mr M.B. Maunsell, Mrs C.H. Maunsell, Mr N.S. Mayhew,
Lady Maxwell-Scott, Mme K. Mayoux, Mr C.R.W. Mitchell, Professor
J. Montefiore, Dr Patrick Noronha, Mr F.E. Noah, Mr J. Nicoll, Mr
David Page, Miss Ailsa Pain, Mr G. Plowden, Mrs A. Plowden, Mrs
Jane Prest, Mr J. Radcliffe, Mr J.M. Raisman, Mrs E.A. Raisman, Mr
R. L. Sadler, Mrs B.M. Sadler, Dr Peter Shipley, Col. G.T. Spate, Mrs
P.J. Spate, Professor S. Spurling, Mrs Isolde Spurling, Ms Helen Wells,
and Dr E. Welby.
CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME

My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen
As the Chairman of the Kipling Society Council, I am delighted to
welcome you to the Society’s 86th Annual Luncheon. I think that you
will agree that it is splendid to be here in the entirely appropriate setting
of the Royal Overseas League. I would particularly like to thank the
Society’s secretary, Jane Keskar, not only for organising this luncheon,
but also for all her hard work throughout the last year.
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I am very pleased to welcome today’s speaker, Major General Sir
Sebastian Roberts, together with our President, Lieutenant Colonel
Roger Ayers and his wife, our past President, Sir John Chapple and Lady
Chapple, and also Lord Cope of Berkeley and Lady Cope. It is a tribute
to Rudyard Kipling, that there is, as there was last year, a remarkable
representation from the armed forces, with a Field Marshall, an Admiral
and two Colonels, and with a number of Majors and Captains.
Among the members of the Kipling Society Council present today,
I would particularly like to mention the editor of the Kipling Journal,
David Page. David, as many of you will know, has been a wonderful
editor of the Journal. We owe him a huge debt for choosing splendid
articles and for himself writing many of the reports. David is about
to retire from his position, and I am pleased to say that Professor Jan
Montefiore (on table nine) is to take over from him as editor. I would
like to ask you to applaud David’s great contribution to the Society.
This is a special occasion for us all, as we welcome the winners of
the John Slater Memorial Essay Prize, who are here with their parents.
We are very pleased that Helen Wells from Oundle School is with us
today, as is Nicholas Dakin from St Paul’s Girls’ School. They will
collect the prizes for their schools. I would also like to thank my fellow
judges for their help in making a difficult decision on the award of the
prize.
I will ask Lieutenant Colonel Ayers to present the prizes.
The first prize is divided between two winners, Clementine Bailey
from Oundle School and Laura Foster from St Paul’s Girls’ School.
Clementine and Laura will both receive cheques for £250, together with
free membership of the Kipling Society for a year.
The second prize of £100 goes to Katherine Cussons of St Paul’s
Girls’ School who is also awarded free membership for a year.
The three prize winners will each receive four volumes of works by
Kipling, part of the Collectors’ Library issued by CRW Publishing. We
are very grateful to the publishers for this gift.
Mrs Helen Wells will collect the prize of £500 for Oundle School,
and Mr Nicholas Dakin will collect the prize of £500 for St Paul’s Girls’
School.
GRACE: BY JANE KESKAR

First these lines of Kipling’s:
Take of English flowers these—
Spring’s full faced primroses,
Summer’s wild, wide-hearted rose,
Autumn’s wall flower of the close,
And, thy darkness to illume,
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Winter’s bee-thronged ivy-bloom.
Seek and serve them where they bide
From Candlemass to Christmas-tide
For these simples, used aright,
Can restore a failing sight.
And now the grace:
For good health, good friends, and good food,
We thank you Lord.
THE CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION: GUEST OF HONOUR

Before I introduce today’s speaker, I would like to say a few words
about the Society. There have been, as many of you will know, some
splendid lectures during the year, and the website is flourishing under
the expert guidance of John Radcliffe. Some of you will have seen that
Bateman’s, Kipling’s former home in Sussex, is now open for more of
the week. A new Property Manager, Pauline Wall, will take over there
in the middle of May. On an entirely personal note, my husband and I
were lucky enough to visit Simla in March. One group of local guides
have given me their details should anyone from the Society be visiting,
and we saw the beautifully restored interior of the Gaiety Theatre which
Kipling always remembered with great pleasure.
A symposium, organised by John Radcliffe and Jan Montefiore,
will take place in early October in Vermont, partly based at another of
Kipling’s former homes, Naulakha in Brattleboro. An announcement
will be made in the Journal and also on the website.
Our speaker today, Major General Sir Sebastian Roberts, joined the
Irish Guards in 1977. I probably do not need to tell this assembly that
John Kipling served in the regiment in the First World War, and that,
after his death, his father wrote the history of The Irish Guards in the
Great War. Sir Sebastian served with the Guards in many countries,
and was Commanding Officer of the 1st Battalion of the Irish Guards
in London and Northern Ireland, and Colonel of the Irish Guards until
2011, a role in which he has been succeeded by Prince William. Sir
Sebastian was the main author of the very important work: Soldiering:
The Military Covenant which defines the relationship between the
soldier and the nation. Among Sir Sebastian’s other posts, I should
note that he has been Senior Army Representative at the Royal College
of Defence Studies and that he was appointed a Trustee of the Royal
Armouries, representing the Queen, in 2011. I have heard unstinted
praise of Sir Sebastian as a lecturer, and we are extremely fortunate to
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have him with us today. As the title of his lecture, ‘Kipling: a Military
Mystery’, makes clear, I cannot tell you what he is going to say, but will
call upon him to enlighten us. Sir Sebastian …

JOHN KIPLING: A MILITARY MYSTERY
by MAJOR-GENERAL SIR SEBASTIAN ROBERTS, K.C.V.O., O.B.E.

When Rudyard Kipling had pneumonia in New York in 1899 and two
dozen reporters camped outside his hotel, he was probably the most
famous writer in the English-speaking world. In 1907 he was the first
Englishman to win the Nobel Prize for Literature. But Kipling’s reputation has shifted over the years, as witness Margaret Drabble’s 1985
Oxford Companion to English Literature: ‘Kipling’s output was vast
and varied, and has been variously judged. His early tales of the Raj,
praised for their cynical realism, were compared to those of Maupassant,
but his growing reputation as the poet of Empire cut both ways. His
poem ‘Recessional’, written for Jubilee Day 1897, was acclaimed for
catching the mood of the moment, but the mood changed. Kipling
retained his popularity with the common soldier and reader, and his
verse has added many phrases to the language (including, significantly,
‘the White Man’s Burden’) but he was increasingly accused of vulgarity
and jingoism in aesthetic and anti-imperialist circles. His fluent versification with its powerful echoes of hymns and ballads, and his use in
both prose and verse of colloquial speech, impressed many but alienated others; even such admirers as Henry James, W. B. Yeats and T.S.
Eliot were uneasy about the nature of his art. His most uncontroversial and durable achievements are perhaps his tales for children and his
picaresque novel of India, Kim, generally considered his masterpiece.’
It is here worth recalling the poem Kipling wrote for Queen
Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 1897:
God of our fathers, known of old
Lord of our far-flung battle-line
Beneath whose awful hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pine –
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget – lest we forget!
The tumult and the shouting dies:
The captains and the Kings depart:
Still stands Thine ancient sacrifice,
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An humble and a contrite heart.
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget – lest we forget!
Far-called, our navies melt away;
On dune and headland sinks the fire:
Lo, all our pomp of yesterday
Is one with Nineveh and Tyre!
Judge of the Nations, spare us yet,
Lest we forget – lest we forget!
If, drunk with sight of power, we loose
Wild tongues that have Thee not in awe,
Such boastings as the Gentiles use
Or lesser breeds without the law;
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet
Lest we forget – lest we forget!
For heathen heart that puts her trust
In reeking tube and iron shard,
All valiant dust that builds on dust,
And guarding, calls not Thee to guard,
For frantic boast and foolish word
Thy mercy on Thy people, Lord!
The personal highlight of Rudyard and Carrie Kipling’s Jubilee Year
was the birth of their son John on August 17. John Kipling’s life and
death, and the popular misrepresentation of the events leading up to it,
are the theme of my talk today.
About 10 years ago in the BBC’s ‘Bookworm’ series on Radio 4,
Sebastian Faulks presented a ‘special’ on Kipling’s newly republished
The Irish Guards in the Great War, focusing on his son John, and John’s
death in WW1. The producer and director’s theme was the familiar one
of the British Army as ‘lions led by donkeys’: how a generation of
young men was sacrificed by their fathers on the altar of imperialism,
of which Kipling was the poet. A recent example of this thinking is
Jeremy Paxman’s statement in his book Empire (2011) that ‘The great
celebrant of empire Rudyard Kipling, lost his own son at the Battle of
Loos in September 1915. John Kipling had just turned eighteen when
he was last seen staggering through the mud, half his face hanging off.’
You can sense the schadenfreude in that sentence.
The story of John Kipling’s life is rather different from this popular
mythology. He was born on 17 August 1897 at North End House,
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Rottingdean, the home of Edward Burne-Jones and his wife, Kipling’s
‘Aunt Georgie’. Like both his parents, John was susceptible to illness.
In 1907 he was sent to his prep school, St Aubyn’s, Rottingdean,
with his younger cousin Oliver Baldwin, and later Wellington Public
School in 1910, the year his grandmother Alice died. In 1911 he was
ill in Switzerland with his parents when news came of his grandfather
Lockwood Kipling’s death at Clouds while staying with the Wyndhams.
On 19 May 1913, hoping to join the Army, he presented himself to the
Army Medical Board at Aldershot. His father arranged to pick up him
from Wellington, anticipating that ‘It will be rather a rag’, but John
failed the medical examination because, as Carrie Kipling recorded,
his eyesight was ‘below standard’. In September 1913 John, just 16,
was still determined to join the Army, but health problems – mumps,
a thyroid infection and a tonsillectomy – had interrupted his schooling
sufficiently that he had to leave Wellington to try for an officer’s commission. In April 1914 he attended an Army ‘crammer’ at Bournemouth
but failed his second medical, again because of his poor eyesight. On
his 17th birthday, 17 August 1914, he talked of enlisting in the ranks.
This seems to have precipitated his father into talking to Lord Roberts
(‘Bobs’), whom Kipling had known since working on Army newspaper
The Friend in India in 1890, and subsequently from their membership
of the National Service League. Roberts replied that he would ‘gladly
nominate John for the Irish Guards if that Regiment will suit him’. On
12 September 1914, having been given a ‘Temporary Commission in
the Regular Army for the period of the war’, antedated to 16 Aug 1914,
John arrived at Bateman’s before reporting for duty two days later.
The Kiplings’ subsequent letters tell a story of mixed emotions
which many parents of young soldiers will recognize. Carrie wrote
to her mother: ‘We sent our John away yesterday to his new life with
outward good spirits and inward misery. I hope he will prove himself
strong enough for the job. Rud thinks it may be a good thing for him.’
Rudyard wrote to his American friend Frank Doubleday ‘The rest is as
God shall dispose.’ In late September 1914 after John had come back
on weekend leave from the Irish Guards’ reserve/training battalion at
Warley Barracks in Essex, Kipling wrote to his daughter Elsie that:
John was ‘changed...in many respects but all delightful: a grave and
serious John, with an adorable smile and many stories of “his” men.’
Theodore Roosevelt wrote to Kipling ‘I hear your son has gone to war.
I heartily congratulate you!’, but Kipling wrote to another American
friend ‘When one is my age and has toiled very hard to make life
pleasant for one’s children, one resents bitterly that their youth should
be blasted by this shadow: but they don’t, and that’s what is so hard to
realize…not having played the game of life [they] do not in the least
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care what sort of game it might be.’ His friend Rider Haggard noted
after a visit to Rudyard and Carrie that ‘Neither of them look so well
as they did…one can see that they are terrified lest he should be sent to
the front and killed.’
In October 1914, the Kiplings were helping Lady Edward Cecil
search hospitals for her eldest son George who was missing during
the retreat from Mons. (He turned out to have been killed on 1st
September.) John Kipling wrote to his cousin Oliver Baldwin: ‘Just a
line to say what rotten luck it is on you that you can’t join, but you are
bound to get a biff at the Teuton soon…if I am stationed at Windsor I
will come over and have tea some day and we will gas about the dirty
German.’ Oliver was 15 at this time. Impatient to fight, John wrote in
June 1915 to his parents: ‘We had 18 casualties in one day out there,
and 15 officers were sent out while I was sick: just my luck!’ His
mother was apprehensive:
There are changes in John’s Regiment – some of the older
men are going out to France and as always we wonder when
his time will come.
…The Guards Brigade will be in the next fight…and then
fresh men will be sent out to build up the reserve…meantime
we wait and everything changes in a day.
…Any day or hour the summons may come and one has to be
ready in one’s mind to face it.
In July 1915 after his friend Oscar Hornung was killed, John wrote
to his parents, ‘Dear Old Things, Isn’t it awful about poor old Oscar
(Hornung). There’s another of the “Old Brigade” gone. Many thanks
for the laces ’. But this nonchalance seems to have been a front, for
Kipling’s secretary Dorothy Ponton noted that Hornung’s death had had
a ‘profound effect upon the youth who was rapidly turning into a man
of action’.His mother was stoical:
The world must be saved from the German who will worse than kill
us all if he is allowed a chance, and one can’t let one’s friends’ and
neighbours’ sons be killed in order to save us and our son. There is
no chance John will survive unless he is so maimed from a wound as
to be unfit to fight. We know it and he does – we all know it. But we
all must give and do what we can and live in the shadow of a hope
that our boy will be the one to escape.
Yet John remained light-hearted and gallant. Rupert Grayson, his fellow
officer, recalled how in the summer of 1915 when the Officers’ Mess
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of Irish Guards were photographed with Field Marshal Lord Kitchener,
the second Colonel of the regiment after Lord Roberts, John who was
standing behind Kitchener noticed a stain on the crown of the Field
Marshal’s cap, and shouted across to Grayson, ‘I told you Rupert that
Kitchener would never have made a Guardsman!’ after which he made
a prompt getaway in his yellow Singer sports car. In July 1915 when Lt
Colonel the Earl of Kerry told John he would go to the front when he
was 18, John responded ‘So going in early was a damned good move
after all.’
In mid-August, John paid a farewell visit to his family before his
regiment sailed for France. On 15 August 1915 Carrie Kipling wrote
to her mother ‘He looked very straight and smart and brave and young
as he turned at the top of the stairs to say “Send my love to Dado”.’
On 16 August 1915, the Second Battalion of the Irish Guards left its
Essex barracks for France. John was billeted with the village mayor,
‘a topping old fellow [with] a very pretty daughter – Marcelle – who
is awfully nice and we get on very well.’ His father replied ‘I wish I
could have a look at you with Marcelle. By the way the best dictionary
for French is a dictionary in skirts.’ He also gave John tips on trench
safety.
In August 1915, John wrote home: ‘We work like fiends, if we
do get two hours for meals and stand easies a day we think ourselves
damned lucky…I’ve done enough marching the last month to sicken
me of it for life…many is the time I’ve thought of a hot bath! Evening
clothes! Dinner at the Ritz! Going to the Alhambra afterwards!! You
people at home don’t realize how spoilt you are.’ He went on to ask
his parents for a new identification disc, having lost his old one. On 27
August 1915, Rudyard Kipling wrote back ‘Your sword is on top of the
credence in my study. I think of all the awful drudgery it has seen you
through in the past twelve months and again I lift my civilian hat off
to my son.’ In late September 1915 John wrote home: ‘Dear F- Just a
hurried line as we start off tonight…This is THE great effort to break
through and end the war…Funny to think one will be in the thick of it
tomorrow…This will be my last letter most likely for some time as we
won’t get any time for writing next week, but I will try and send Field
post cards. Well, so long old dears. Dear Love John.’ On 27 September
1915, the Second Battalion of the Irish Guards attacked in the battle that
became known as Loos.
On 2 October 1915, Rudyard and Kipling received War Office telegram reporting John Kipling ‘wounded: missing.’ Newspapers reported
his death, and the Royal Flying Corps is said to have dropped leaflets
over German lines asking for information about the ‘son of a world
famous author’. Floods of condolences arrived from, among others,
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Theodore Roosevelt, Jerome K. Jerome, Edward Carson and Lord
Curzon: ‘I do not imagine any two parents in England who will more
cheerfully make the sacrifice or heroically bear the loss.’ One wrote
from Dublin: ‘As a stranger I have no right to intrude on your grief with
any foolish word of sympathy. But…I cannot refrain from telling you
how deeply and sincerely we feel for you. Your son commanded No 5
platoon, mine No 6. Your sorrow might well have been – might any day
be – ours.’ Kipling said stoically, ‘The best is that one is only one atom
in this 10-million man-power welter and so one sticks it accordingly.’
To his old school friend Lionel Dunsterville (the original ‘Stalky’), he
wrote: ‘I hear he finished well. It was a short life. I’m sorry that all
the years’ work ended in that one afternoon but – lots of people are
in our position and it’s something to have bred a man.’ The winter of
1915 found the Kiplings searching for news, including reports of where
John was last seen near Puits Wood: ‘A bitter business and sad,’ wrote
Kipling, ‘even for those who know where their boys are laid.’ In the
autumn of 1916 he had not yet given up hope, for in response to a War
Office form letter saying that John would be presumed dead without
further information, he wrote ‘I should be glad if you would postpone
taking the course you suggest…I have interviewed a great many people
and heard from many others, and can find no one who saw him killed.’
Ten different accounts from men in No 2 Company suggest that John
was leading his platoon in open ground towards Puits Wood when he
was hit in the jaw by shrapnel. He made his way to cover at a house
which was captured by the Germans later that day. Rider Haggard
found an account that stated John’s jaw had been blown off, and he took
refuge in a crater in which a shell landed almost immediately. Haggard
never passed this information on to Kipling.
On 8 January 1917, Colonel Douglas Proby, Regimental Lieutenant
Colonel of the Irish Guards, wrote to Kipling inviting him to write
a Regimental History: ‘It has been suggested to me that you might
be willing to undertake this for us, not as a business matter, but as a
memento of your son’s service in the Regiment. I need hardly say how
grateful the Regiment would be for such a kindness on your part. If
what I ask is impossible (do) not hesitate to tell me.’ Kipling took on
the job, and in 1923 published his little-known masterpiece The History
of the Irish Guards in the Great War in two volumes, one for the First
Battalion and one for the Second. He described this as ‘a long and
heavy job which I don’t expect will interest many folk. I did it for the
Regiment’s sake and it has taken me years of digging up references and
facts…not much qua book, but it was done as one fidgets a sore tooth
(or turns a knife in a wound).’ His son is barely mentioned except as just
one more casualty, in a brief sentence of the description of the Battle
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of Loos which says that, between the deaths of 2nd Lieutenant Clifford
(‘wounded and killed’) and Captain Cuthbert of the Scots Guards
(‘wounded and killed’):
2nd Lieutenant Kipling was reported wounded and missing.
As Kipling wrote in the Introduction to Volume II, ‘There were many,
almost children, of whom no record remains. They came out from
Warley with the constantly renewed drafts, lived the span of a second
lieutenant’s life and were spent.’
The History of the Irish Guards was warmly received in the Army
Quarterly: ‘Years hence, when men want to know what it was that
their ancestors had to endure in the long-drawn agony of four years of
trench-warfare and mud, it will be to Kipling’s story that they will turn.’
And Valentine Williams , a brother officer writing from the Guards
Club wrote to Kipling ‘It was as though you were with us,’ and recommended that he be given the freedom of their billiard room. A mother
wrote to him: ‘I think that many many mothers must as I do feel most
grateful to you for your truly painstaking record of it all.’ Kipling put
his grief into poems:
Epitaphs of the War: a son
My son was killed while laughing at some jest. I would I knew
What it was, and it might serve me in a time when jests are few.
And, even more poignantly:
My Boy Jack
‘Have you news of my boy Jack?’
Not this tide.
‘When d’you think that he’ll come back?’
Not with this wind blowing, and this tide.
‘Has anyone else had word of him?’
Not this tide.
For what is sunk will hardly swim,
Not with this wind blowing, and this tide.
‘Oh, dear, what comfort can I find?’
None this tide,
Nor any tide,
Except he did not shame his kind –
Not even with that wind blowing, and that tide.
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Then hold your head up all the more,
This tide,
And every tide;
Because he was the son you bore,
And gave to that wind blowing and that tide!
Kipling suggested that the words ‘Known unto God’ be used on the
headstones of the unidentified. He arranged for a British gardener of the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission to sound the Last Post every
night at the Menin Gate, where the names of all those with no known
graves are recorded. This custom continued until the Germans overran
Ypres in 1940. It has been continued by the local Sapeurs et Pompiers
since the end of the second world war.
In 1919 during battlefield clearances, records of St Mary’s Advanced
Dressing Station Cemetery revealed that one of the bodies was that of a
Lieutenant of the Irish Guards, found near Puits 14, east of the village
of Loos. The body had remained in No Man’s Land from 1915 until
1917, when the Allies took the area in an advance. The remains were
exhumed, and having no identification disc, were reburied in Plot 7,
Row D, grave 2 marked with a headstone inscribed AN UNKNOWN
LIEUTENANT OF THE IRISH GUARDS. In 1992, an officer of the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission noticed an anomaly in the
record of the original location of the body: the map reference (G25
C68) put it 5 miles west of Loos, where the Irish Guards had not been in
action. A simple transposition of H for G gives the exact location where
John Kipling was last seen alive, and since he was the only Irish Guards
lieutenant whose body was unaccounted for from the battle of Loos, the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission replaced the headstone with
one that reads LIEUTENANT JOHN KIPLING, IRISH GUARDS, 27th
SEPTEMBER 1917, AGE 18.

REPORT ON THE VOTE OF THANKS BY THE
SOCIETY’S PRESIDENT
LT.-COLONEL ROGER AYERS, O.B.E.

The President rose to thank General Roberts on behalf of the members
and guests of the Kipling Society for his intensely interesting talk and,
in particular, for his narration of John Kipling’s short life at school and
in the army. Shorn of the myth and misrepresentation that has grown
up around his service and death in action, it shows John to have been
typical of his generation, which, as Rudyard Kipling wrote, ‘not having
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played the game of life, does not in the least care what sort of game
it might be.’ The President noted that his own father, who joined the
Army in the same week as John Kipling, had admitted something of
the sort in later life. The President ended by thanking General Roberts
for reminding his hearers of Rudyard Kipling’s two-volume History of
the Irish Guards in the Great War, an outstanding regimental history by
Rudyard Kipling, and recommended it to any members of the Kipling
Society who had not seen it.
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NAULAKHA AFTER KIPLING
By MIKE KIPLING
[Following up his personal interest in the Kiplings on which he reported in KJ347
(September 2012, pp.34–42), Mike Kipling has been delving into the changes that
have taken place over the years at Naulakha in Vermont which included a personal visit
there. – Ed.]

In 1896, Kipling left Vermont and the house that he had built there,
Naulakha, for England. The circumstances of his departure are well
known. He was never to return.
This paper was inspired by a short stay at Naulakha, which, as has
been reported previously in the Journal, is now owned by the Landmark
Trust USA and is available for short-term rent. The paper’s aim is to
describe the house as its stands today, in particular reporting on what
remains from Kipling’s occupation. However, first it will relate the
story of Naulakha from 1896 to today and of some of the people associated with it.
NAULAKHA’S STORY

Kipling left Naulakha on 29 August 1896, leaving New Jersey for
England aboard the Lahn three days later.1 Coachman Matthew Howard
and his family, who lived above Naulakha’s carriage house, were left
to look after the house. Kipling seems to have had every intention of
returning eventually to Naulakha, since he made no effort to remove
furniture and no attempt to buy a home in England, Rock House,
Torquay being a one-year lease and The Elms, Rottingdean taken for
three years only.2 He maintained an interest in Naulakha, for example
receiving reports that a barn, under construction when he left, had been
completed.3
However, the Beatty Balestier affair continued to rankle and over a
year later, Carrie told their good Brattleboro friend Molly Cabot, somewhat exaggeratedly, ‘As Mr Kipling never talks of Brattleboro or reads
a letter from America or does anything that might remotely remind him
of that last year of calamity and sorrow,’ she had not shared with him
news of her sister Josephine’s engagement to Theodore Dunham.4 She
continued ‘But all the events of the last year with the leaving of Naulakha
as we did leaves us sore and bruised and it takes us longer than the rest
to forget…I hope you keep an eye on Naulakha and its advancement. I
have a mother’s pride in its not falling back, which with Howard there
does not seem possible. I hope very much that Mr. Kipling will want to
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return, and see no reason, under certain changed conditions, why we
should not—it’s the conditions I doubt.’ Mary Rogers (‘Molly’) Cabot
was a scion of an old New England family and was later the author of
The Annals of Brattleboro, which summarised the lives of many local
notables, including Kipling.5 In an undated entry in her journal around
this time, Molly noted ‘To Maplewood. Driving home Beatty told me
that the Kiplings should never return, unless to litigation and humiliation in the courtroom.’6
At the end of 1897, Carrie wrote to Molly ‘I think often and longingly of dear Naulakha as the year brings round the festivals we so
rejoiced to celebrate there. But there seem to be nothing gained in a
return until one may hope for a change at Maplewood’.7 In the same
letter she writes of how Josephine is ‘always full of a great longing for
Naulakha’ and that ‘Howard writes of many things being done but his
letters are characteristic and so full of a great reserve’. A further year
later, thanking Molly for a photograph (subject unknown), Carrie wrote
‘The photograph continues its first impression of delight in both our
minds and the balancing depression and longing for life at Naulakha
again’.8
By 1899, Kipling was ready to make a temporary return to the
USA and he arrived in New York with Carrie and the children on 2
February.9 The following day the Vermont Phoenix newspaper speculated ‘A probable sign of Rudyard Kipling’s return to this town is the
fact that his coachman has already purchased a horse to be driven
with the one owned by him. The pair formally owned by Mr Kipling
was sold when he left Brattleboro’.10 On 11 February, an Associated
Press dispatch alleged that Beatty Balestier would institute a suit for
$50,000 against Kipling for defamation and false arrest. No such suit
was initiated but Beatty had intimated this was his intention in an
interview with the Boston Globe.11 On the 13th, a number of prominent
Brattleboro citizens wrote to Kipling expressing their earnest wish
‘that you will visit Brattleboro, and also that you will find it agreeable
to make your residence here, as hitherto.’ Kipling replied graciously,
concluding ‘The shortness of my visit to America will prevent me from
coming up to Brattleboro at present. I trust that later on this might be
possible’.12
On the 16th, Kipling wrote to Dr James Conland, Brattleboro physician and close personal friend, ‘The kiddies are getting better and
so’s Carrie but it’s slow work. Keep me posted on any happenings of
interest up in Brattleboro and I’ll let you know when I’m on the move to
Boston’.13 Four days later, he fell seriously ill.
The story of the weeks that followed has often been related, although
perhaps less frequently that part reported by the Phoenix on Friday, 10
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March. ‘It was the plan on Tuesday to move him from his sick room
to another room in the hotel, which Mrs Doubleday had fitted up for
him in reproduction of his favorite room at “The Naulahka”’ (sic).14
‘The hotel’ was the Hotel Grenoble and ‘Mrs Doubleday’ would have
been Nellie, wife of Kipling’s publisher Frank Doubleday. Throughout
Kipling’s long recuperation, the Phoenix published speculative rumours
that he would visit Brattleboro, finally accepting on that he would not on
26 May, when it wrote ‘Why Mr Kipling Will Not Come to Brattleboro.
Rudyard Kipling will not visit Brattleboro before his return to England.
All the arrangements for such a visit had been made and the family
were to have come on Saturday of last week, but in the meantime it
became known to the Kipling family and their intimate friends that a
threat had been made that there would be trouble were Mr Kipling to
come here’.15
H. H. McClure, cousin and employee of S. S. McClure, partner of
Doubleday, had visited Brattleboro on Kipling’s behalf on 25 March.
The Phoenix reported that he came ‘Saturday night for the purpose,
evidently, of visiting the home of Rudyard Kipling. He was met at the
Brooks House Sunday morning by Mr. Kipling’s coachman, who took
him to the Naulakha, where he remained all day.’16 Carrie also visited
Brattleboro with her mother, arriving on 8 June and returning to New
York two days later. According to the Phoenix, she visited Naulakha17
although according to her diary she did not sleep there.18 On 14 June,
the Kiplings sailed for England, never to set foot in the United States
again. Matthew Howard remained in place. Later that year he travelled to England with his wife, bringing a much-treasured portrait of
Josephine with him.19 The Phoenix suggests that the visit was also to
discuss the future of Naulakha.20 They returned, and in the 1900 US
census the entry for the Howard family is next to that for Beatty, Mai
and Margery Balestier, still across the road at Maplewood.21
In the 1901 Brattleboro directory (the earliest one yet digitised) there
is an entry for ‘Kipling’s Naulakha’, apparently showing it as occupied
by Anna S. Balestier, Carrie’s mother.22 In September 1900, Carrie wrote
to Frederick Norton Finney, the railway owner who had provided information for Captains Courageous, of their intention to sell Naulakha as
they did not wish to return to it.23 Kipling himself wrote to Finney the
following year, referring to this and to the death of Josephine, adding ‘It
will be long and long before I could bring myself to look at the land of
which she was so much a part’.24 Power of attorney over Naulakha was
granted to Frank Doubleday in December that year.25
In October 1901, the Phoenix reported that Naulakha had been ‘in
the hands of agents in the big cities for many months’, implying that
the asking price, in the vicinity of $25,000, was way too high.26 In June
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1902, Kipling wrote to Conland saying ‘We are getting some things out
of Naulakha bit by bit to be sent over’.27 He asked Conland to retrieve a
sextant which Conland had given him (Conland had provided Kipling
with much nautical background to Captains Courageous). Conland was
to pack the instrument, as ‘Howard wouldn’t know how to do it’, and
ship it to England. In exchange, Conland could have, or give to his
son Harry, some guns and a fishing rod “in my room” (presumably the
study). The following month Kipling wrote to Carrie’s mother Anna
Balestier, suggesting that she might care to offer Josephine, Carrie’s
sister, some chairs, one of which was a small one which had been
used by Kipling’s daughter Josephine.28 He also asked her to check if
the children’s toys had been packed up and sent away and enquired
about books and china also being sent. The house was advertised for
sale in the July 1902 edition of Country Life in America, published by
Doubleday. No price is mentioned.
Kipling wrote to R G Hardie of Brattleboro in September 1902
offering Naulakha and its contents to for $10,000. In the letter he notes
‘There are two Tiffany stained glass windows in the room which was
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my study, and also a rather well carved teak cornice which would go
with the house’.29 Carrie had noted in her diary in October 1893 that
Naulakha had cost over $11,175 to build alone. By 1903, Kipling was
desperate to sell Naulakha, In January, he wrote to Conland ‘I feel
now that I shall never cross the Atlantic again – all I desire now is
to get rid of Naulakha which I am perfectly willing to part with for
$5000 (five thousand dollars!). This means carriages, sleights (sic)
etc. and everything that may be in the house at the present time!...
Perhaps the Asylum might like to buy it as an annex for their local
lunatics’.30 Whether this low price was ever publicised, I do not know,
but Naulakha was eventually bought in November 1903 by Molly
Cabot, although with the intention that it would belong to her sister
Grace and her husband Frederick Holbrook II (‘Fred’). Grace wrote to
Molly ‘Fred’s letter makes it clear to you why he wants it in your name
for the present’, although she did not expand on what that reason was.31
Carrington gives the sale price as $8,000, speculating that a threat by
Beatty Balestier to dispute title was the reason why there had been so
little interest.32 Grace Cabot’s father wrote to her ‘The property seems a
bargain at the price and may well some day sell for double or treble’.33
Grace also wrote that ‘Carrie Kipling has written Mr. Doubleday that
she wants Mr. K’s desk and one or two other things from the house. Mr.
Doubleday has power of attorney to sell the house so we can get it any
day provided the Fitts [Clark C Fitts, Brattleboro lawyer] end of it is
satisfactory. The relief of the Kiplings from constant expense will be
their compensation. The entire contents of the barn in which Howard
lives goes to him… I hope you will soon hear from Fitts so this thing
can be settled and I hope Beatty won’t set fire to the house....”’34 In her
diary, Carrie notes a trip to Tunbridge Wells on 21 November ‘to sign
the deed of Naulakha.35
The Holbrooks took possession of Naulakha in November, Doubleday
allowing this to occur before the deeds had crossed and recrossed the
Atlantic. The same month, Grace wrote ‘Fred hopes Howard will stay
at Naulakha all winter, and if we could arrange matters for a moderate
sum it would be better to have him permanently’. Howard was still
there the following January, when Grace wrote to Molly ‘Howard is
part of the poetry of the place’.36 Howard did eventually leave, being
the proprietor of a livery stable in Brattleboro in 1910 and later a
dairy farmer.37 He died in 1929.38 Frederick Holbrook II (‘Fred’) was
a grandson of Frederick Holbrook, a prominent Brattleboro permanent resident, Governor of Vermont during part of the Civil War and
a friend of Kipling. Fred’s cousin Emmerline was an artist and stayed
at Naulakha in late 1894 where she painted the portrait of Josephine
already mentioned.39 This once hung over the fireplace in Carrie’s room
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at Naulakha (see, for example, illustration 18 in Birkenhead40) and is
now on display in the Children’s Bedroom at Batemans.
The Holbrooks made a number of changes to the house, including
building two three-storey extensions on the west front cantilevered
above the ground floor, adding a matching double-storey verandah at the
north end and constructing a deck against the east front. The study was
extended into the extra ground floor space although the original exterior
and interior fabric was reused (or stored nearby). The walls between the
loggia and Carrie’s room were also removed to give a larger living area.
The kitchen was moved into the cellar and a dumb-waiter installed; the
former kitchen being divided into a study and a pantry.41

The West front of Naulakha today (much as it was in Kipling’s time) compared with its
appearance for much of the 20th century.
(Photo courtesy of the Landmark Trust USA).

The 1896 barn was also significantly extended and a swimming
pool constructed past the formal garden to the south. A large terrace was
also constructed at the end of the path to the south property boundary,
displacing Kipling’s original small octagonal summer house.42
Fred Holbrook died in Paris in 1920 and Grace died in1929.43 In
1923, Molly Cabot sold the property to their son, (Frederick) Cabot
Holbrook. Molly herself died in 1932.44 The Holbrooks continued to
use the house as a summer retreat until 1942, after which it remained
unoccupied.45 In 1947, Kipling’s daughter Elsie Bambridge travelled
to the United States on board the Queen Elizabeth to visit her Dunham
cousins.46 She came to Brattleboro to visit her birthplace.47 The house
and garden were open on occasions to visitors during their long period
unoccupied, evidenced both by an undated tourist leaflet in the possession of the Landmark Trust USA and by a piece in the Phoenix in August
1955 announcing that Naulakha was one of a number of Brattleboro
gardens open the following Saturday for a charity event.48
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Cabot Holbrook died in 1974 and Anna his wife in 1992.49 However,
Naulakha had since 1955 been owned by Scott Farm Inc., which also
owned the Holbrook family interest in Scott Farm, which adjoins
Naulakha to the north and is now also owned by the Landmark Trust
USA.
David Tansey, a Vermont expert in historic preservation, had
worked for the Landmark Trust in the UK in the 1980s. He informed
them of Naulakha’s sorry state of repair and of how no US body was
willing to take on the task of restoration. Tansey eventually convinced
the Landmark Trust to acquire the property from Scott Farm Inc. in
May 1992. Under Tansey’s enthusiastic management, the Landmark
Trust USA restored the house, outbuildings and grounds largely to their
original appearance, including original woodwork and fittings which
had been in storage for eighty years. Only the absence of shutters materially differentiates the exterior of today’s Naulakha from that Kipling
built. Well over 90% of the interior finishes, plaster, paneling, window
and door surrounds, etc., is original.50 Naulakha opened to paying visitors in late 1993 and restoration work continued on the carriage house,
barn and grounds.
NAULAKHA TODAY

Naulakha is approached, now as then, uphill through the pine woods
from the Connecticut River valley north of Brattleboro. The way leaves
Putney Road in the valley at the site of the Waites Farm, where today
a Vermont Historic Sites Commission sign (with the name Naulakha
misspelt) stands not far from the Kipling Theater, a cinema which closed
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in 2011. What was Pine Hill Road is now, fittingly, Kipling Road. First
Bliss Cottage and then Beechwood, the family home of the Balestiers,
are passed, both much altered, before Naulakha appears high on the
left hand side. The two stone gateposts supporting the ironwork gates
with a fleur-de-lis motif still guard the entrance; as does a sign from
the Holbrook era reading “Private Grounds – Not Open to the Public”.
Beatty Balestier’s Maplewood, originally just past the gates on the right
hand side of the road, was burnt to the ground in 1904 and a new house
now stands on the site.51
The driveway curves upwards past the barn and the carriage house,
both clad in the same sage green shingles as the house itself. The white
pines Kipling planted as small saplings flanking the driveway have
today grown into great trees. The driveway ends at the carriage porch
on the west (uphill) front of the house, from where Naulakha is entered
through the original stable–type front door.
Kipling’s study at the ‘bow’ of the house is the obvious place to start
to explore. Here, the Landmark Trust has thoughtfully provided a folder
containing much useful information about Naulakha. The bookshelves
contain a full 36 volume set of the Outward Bound edition of Kipling,
the collected works of many American authors and many books about
both Kipling and about Vermont. One corner of this room is particularly familiar from the often reproduced photograph of Kipling posing
there, pipe in mouth. The shelving is original, although the books and
the ornaments are not. The plaster statue of Grey Brother in the photograph, given to Kipling by Joel Chandler Harris, is now in the small
attic museum described later. The plaster frieze in the photograph is
no longer in the house, although a number of smaller casts hang in its
place today, absent any obvious indication of maker.A crude wooden
revolving bookcase is readily identifiable from Kipling’s own photographs of the room. Across the upper part of the east-facing bay of

West end of the study in the 1890s and today.53
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the study is the carved teak cornice given to Kipling by Lockwood
DeForest, the furniture designer and artist.52
Lockwood Kipling’s most well-known contribution to the house
during his 1893 visit was the plaster-work quotation from St John’s
gospel ‘The night cometh when no man can work’ laid on the brick
fireplace. Now slightly chipped but still fully readable, it would appear
to have survived Carrie’s instructions for it to be removed.54 Carrie was
more successful in having Longfellow’s words “Oft was I weary as I
toiled at Thee”, which Kipling had inscribed, removed from the first
desk he had used at Naulakha (not the one in the ‘pipe’ photograph).55
This desk, a roll-top, is now in the attic museum, minus its inscribed
roll-top.
Next door is the room in which it is said Carrie kept watch for
anyone attempting to enter the study when Kipling was at work.
Contrary to some accounts, the study does have an entrance from the
hall as well as one from Carrie’s room, as can be seen from the plan
below. However, from Carrie’s desk, not now the original but similarly
positioned, it would have been possible to intercept anyone heading
along the hallway towards Kipling’s study.
At this point, a brief summary of the floor-plan of Naulakha, as it is
today, will probably be of use.
The house consists of two main floors, together with a cellar and
attic. Each of the main floors has a corridor along much of the west
side, interrupted only by the main door, the stairwells and a door on
both floors isolating the functional areas at the ‘stern’. The main rooms

Plan of ‘Naulakha’.
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are all on the east side. On the ground floor from south to north are
found consecutively Kipling’s study, Carrie’s office, the loggia, the
dining room and the kitchen. Upstairs, the same run is from nurseries
(day and night) to the servants’ rooms via the main bedroom, the bathroom and the guest bedroom. Today the night nursery and one of the
servants ‘ rooms make up the four rooms which accommodate up to
eight adult guests. There is also a second bathroom at the north end
which was formerly another staff bedroom. Kipling’s original L-shaped
bathroom, which was of considerable importance to him, was split by
the Holbrooks into two; one containing the original toilet and the other
the original and sizeable bath, with additional but near-contemporary
suite items added to each room. This is just about the only major post1896 alteration which the Trust has not reversed, for the convenience of
modern day guests who presumably have greater qualms over sharing
bathrooms than had Kipling with Conan Doyle or other Naulakha
visitors.56
Returning to Carrie’s room, we find on the wall two picture frames
known to have been Kipling’s and to which the Holbrooks subsequently
affixed small plaques reading in two lines “Rudyard Kipling/Naulakha”.
One frame contains seven original illustrations for ‘Mrs Hauksbee
Sits Out’ (Illustrated London News, 1890) drawn by A. Forestier. The
other contains the watercolour of ‘the Camel Corps’ mentioned in
Carrington.57 From the uniform, especially the grey tunics, the force
illustrated would appear to be the corps raised in Sudan in 1884–5 in an
attempt to support the relief of Khartoum.58
Next in line is the loggia. Given the cool autumn weather, I did not
slide the large picture window up and “let all the woods and mountain
in on me in a flood”.59 However, the interior décor of sage green shingles did indeed convey Kipling’s intended impression of an inverted
porch.

The dining room c.1865.63

The dining room in 2012.
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Passing through the large sliding doorway to the dining room, we find
Kipling’s original table, sideboard and china cabinet. The sideboard
was made by, and may well have been another gift from, Lockwood
deForest and is “a solid, emphatically rectilinear piece made of oak and
accented with panels of carved teakwood”.60 It can be identified from
period photographs.
An exterior door leads from the far side of the dining room to
Kipling’s ‘little overhung verandah to play in’.62 A two-way sprung door
leads to the butler’s pantry/kitchen corridor, which in turn leads to the
back stairs and to the kitchen. In the kitchen, the most notable survivor
is a large sheet-steel stove hood, into which a smaller, modern extractor
hood is now cunningly fitted. Stairs from the kitchen lead down to the
scullery and to the cellars.
Upstairs on the landing are hung a number of coloured French
military etchings, also tagged as Kipling’s. They are by the prominent
military artist Edouard Détaille and are mainly of individual soldiers,
although one depicts an escort platoon of cuirassiers from 1885 in a
street scene used by Détaille in his L’Armée Francaise: Illustrated
History of the French Army 1790–1885.64 Kipling’s reference to
Détaille in chapter four of The Light that Failed is described in Richard
Berrong’s article in the March 2013 edition of the Journal.65 Carrington
states that the prints were a gift from Détaille, although as they were left
in Vermont, Kipling’s attachment to them may not have been great.66

The main bedroom today.
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In the main bedroom at Naulakha is a watercolour of a two-storey
white house set against a wooded background. It carries the initials
ERC, the date 1894 and also one of the Holbrooks’ small plaques. This
is most probably by Edith Raymond Catlin, who the Kiplings met along
with her mother and sisters in Bermuda in 1894.67 She later painted
under her married name of Edith Catlin Phelps. Cabot Holbrook wrote
about this picture to Carrie Kipling in 1938, although he misread the
initial as EBC and did not know its origin.68 Also bearing a plaque is a
plate from Ruskin’s ‘The Bible of Amiens’. All of the furniture in the
room is original, with the exception of one bedside table.69
To the north, in the part of the original bathroom which is en-suite to
the main bedroom, may be found Kipling’s original claw-footed bath,
its wooden surround replete with the Holbrook tag of originality. To the
south, a door leads to the day-nursery, now a delightful morning room
lit from the east via its bay window. On the right of the door is a small
piece of raised plasterwork by Lockwood Kipling of two birds and a cat
amongst the branches of a tree.
From the upper verandah, the vista east across the valley to the
New Hampshire hills still unfolds today, albeit more afforested than
120 years ago when Kipling first saw it. Monadnock’s peak can indeed
be seen some 35 miles away, although it was rather more insignificant
in real life than Kipling and the biographers of his Vermont period led
me to expect. It may be “a gigantic thumb-nail pointing heavenward”
but it could certainly be hidden from view by the tip of my own thumb
at arm’s length in front of me. Perhaps if I too had been brought up on
Emerson, I would have experienced more of Kipling’s thrill.
No obviously ‘tagged’ Kipling items are in the night-nursery, now a
guest bedroom, although David Tansey has identified some of the pieces
in this room and the other bedrooms as original, based on the lists in
the F. Cabot Holbrook Collection at Marlboro. The guest bedroom has
another picture tagged as Kipling’s, a monochrome print of G. F. Watt’s
1886 ‘Hope’. A wall-hung plaster frieze may also be original, as the
wall is unpainted behind.
The attic consists of one large room, taken up largely by a billiards
table (which guests may use) and a smaller room, formerly another
staff bedroom, containing in locked display cases a number of Kiplingrelated items. These include his golf-clubs, the Chandler Harris wolf and
an accompanying Bagheera, a mail-bag inscribed ‘Naulakha’, an armadillo shell and some glass net floats supposed to have been collected by
Kipling on one of his fact-finding trips for Captains Courageous. There
are also a number of post-Kipling Naulakha souvenirs, including a small
illustrated jug which could well be the item advertised in the Phoenix
in June 1896 by crockery merchants Morris & Gregg as ‘Kipling house
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souvenir’, price 35c. The attic also contains a small library of Kiplingrelated books collected and donated by Matilda Tyler.
In the cellars, which extend for the full run of the house, is a modern
boiler servicing the hot air heating system, which still warms the main
rooms of the house through the ornate, original iron heating grilles in
the floor. Several older boilers remain: disconnected museum-pieces
for domestic heating enthusiasts. The trouble Kipling had drilling and
pumping for water was told ,with copious illustrations, in the June
2011 edition of the Journal. Alas ‘Eugene’ the engine is no more, nor
is his little pump house, demolished in the course of the Holbrooks’
alterations. Even the original well can no longer be used. A modern
electric pump is now sited in the cellar, accessing a new well drilled
to over seven hundred feet by the Landmark Trust.70 Even so, limits to
supply remain, as is highlighted by the instructions to guests affixed
to the cistern in Kipling’s bathroom. ‘This is Rudyard Kipling’s toilet.
It is 117 years old. Please make sure the rubber seal is properly
set after you flush. If it is allowed to run, the entire water supply
can be depleted in a few hours. This means the entire house will be
without water. It will then take many hours for water to be available
again’.
The garden which Kipling created to the south of the house, doubtless
in part from seedlings provide by Vermont’s travelling ‘Pan’, is now laid
entirely to grass, distinguished only with a central, low granite plinth, a
legacy of the Holbrook years. Beyond it, the level walk to the property’s
southern boundary is now in part a tunnel through dense rhododendrons
twenty feet high, planted by the Holbrooks a hundred years ago.71 The
Holbrooks’ swimming pool has been filled in and grassed over.At the
path’s end, where once stood Kipling’s small wooden gazebo, is the
Holbrook-added terrace, in a classical style with a stone summer house
and arch. The original octagonal gazebo is now located lower down the
slope, past wood piles (cut logs rather than brushwood, alas), next to the
original 1894 clay tennis court. This had gone to grass but, as noted in
this journal, was restored to playing condition in 1997.72 The rest of the
grounds to the east, which slope down to the tree-lined Kipling Road,
are kept as meadow land, where once we caught sight of a fox hunting
energetically for its breakfast in the early morning dew.
The stables, over which the Howards once lived, were occupied
until 1995 by Cabot Holbrook’s daughter, Mary Cabot Panzera, and her
husband.73 In front is the former ice-house, now used as a shed. Further
down the driveway is the barn, which now serves as a museum about
Kipling’s time in Vermont and contains such relics as a wheel of the
‘red phaeton’ which Carrie used to drive with Howard behind in full
English coachman’s livery, Kipling’s snowshoes and the remnants of
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a large sled, together with an evocative photograph of Howard and his
children using on the slope below the house.
A purist might baulk at Naulakha being a holiday let rather than a
museum like Batemans. However, as a means of helping the present
generation on both sides of the Atlantic to understand the Kipling of
that time, I can think of nothing more appropriate than this total immersion in his environment. A view obviously shared by Kim Cattrall,
who recorded in Naulakha’s visitors book that she stayed here in 2007
when preparing for her part as Carrie in the BBC production of ‘My
Boy Jack’. Perhaps the most poignant entry, however, was one which
echoed Kipling’s own fears: ‘I’m quite convinced I saw the little spirit
of Kipling’s ‘Best Beloved’ walking about the halls at night a few times.
Perhaps little Josephine still lives here?’

Josephine Kipling outside Naulakha.74
NOTES
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KIPLING’S ISLE OF GRAMARYE:
WHAT’S IN A NAME
By JANICE LINGLEY
[Janice Lingley, whose article ‘Arthur Ransome’s The Picts and the Martyrs: Translating
Kipling’s “Regulus” ‘ appeared in Journal no. 345, March 2012, has degrees in English
and Medieval English, and has worked as a children’s journalist and freelance writer.
She is a member of The Kipling Society, The Arthur Ransome Society and The John
Masefield Society. – Ed.]

. . . where is a lot of names – might prove useful – rum names, Sir,
as ever was.
It is well known that when contemplating the writing of a series of
magical stories on the subject of ‘the Matter of Britain’, Kipling asked
his revered uncle Sir Edward Burne-Jones, who was not only a distinguished Pre-Raphaelite painter but also a very good medieval scholar,
to recommend suitable reading. Burne-Jones’ response, extant in the
form of a letter,1 cited ancient authors such as Nennius, Gildas and
Geoffrey of Monmouth. His particular comment on the subject of ‘rum
names’, referring to the twelfth-century Geoffrey of Monmouth’s creative approach to toponyms and character names in his Historia Regum
Britanniae,2 implies that the development of nomenclature as a feature
of the stories was something that Kipling specifically considered. In
his memoir Something of Myself, Kipling himself testifies to the fact
that the name ‘Parnesius’, suggested by his cousin Ambrose Poynter,
provided stimulus for his creative imagination.3
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s chronicle appears to the modern reader
to variously combine the matter of historical record and imaginative literary endeavour in a rather exceptional manner. The figure
of Merlin typifies the conflation of ‘fiction’ and ‘fact’. The Merlin
of the Historia is not only the enchanter wizard of the King Arthur
legends, but also a Welsh prophet bard who lived during the era of
Vortigern, king of the Britons at the time of the Saxon invasions. The
author of the Historia, an ecclesiastic who associated with some of the
most influential and scholarly men of his day, also assumes the role
of prophet.4 For his contemporary readers, prophecy was ‘principally
about continuity, about the search for a common thread, a meaning
that links past, present and future’.5 Kipling’s Puck stories, remarkable for their thoughtful and imaginative blend of wide-ranging
historical and literary reference, are comparable in this respect. As
Kipling expressed the matter: ‘Because in life as in literature, its sole
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enduring record, is no age. Men and things come round again, eternal
as the seasons.’6
The diversified contents of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s prose Historia
are comparable with the verse collection from which Kipling culled
the ballad ‘Rewards and Fairies’. Bishop Thomas Percy’s Reliques of
Ancient English Poetry, first published in 1765 and enormously popular
for more than a century, eclectically features the subjects of folktale,
fairy tale, myth, legend, and epic, as well as history and moral philosophy. In his verse and story compositions the author of Puck of Pook’s
Hill achieves a compendium that is not dissimilar. The narrative as a
whole may be described as an extended dream-vision, episodically
organised. Moreover, the shifting perspectives between reality and
dream, and the merging of present and past characterising the introductions and conclusions to the magical story-telling, give the effect of
experience that in some way co-exists, or is contiguous with, Dan and
Una’s ‘contemporary’ late-Victorian world, rather than being extraordinarily intrusive or distinct.
KIPLING’S DREAM CHILDREN

Are you sure
That we are awake? It seems to me
That yet we sleep, we dream.


A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act IV, sc i.

The learning process that Kipling’s two child protagonists are given is
based on the historical and literary connotations of the little rural river
valley where they live and play, and is directly communicated to them
by the revenants magically summoned to their presence. However, the
implication, from the very beginning of the Pook’s Hill stories, is that
the children are in themselves magical, as Puck himself acknowledges
with some emphasis when he first emerges from the alders of the riverbank and walks into their Fairy Ring: ‘You’ve done something that
Kings and Knights and Scholars in old days would have given their
crowns and spurs and books to find out.’ The conjuring of his appearance is their achievement, he declares, for even without the help of
the great wizard Merlin, they have ‘broken the Hills’. Puck enumerates
for the children’s benefit a catalogue of the piquant diversity of names
possessed by the citizens of the old world of Faery, and the seventeenthcentury ballad Una joins Puck in singing laments their departure, but a
new magic, it seems, is in the making.
The children’s ‘particular friend’, the archetypal Sussex countryman
Hobden the Hedger, memorably featured in the preliminaries and
conclusions to the Pook’s Hill stories, is also part of the enchantment,
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for’Hob’, ‘a familiar or rustic variation of the Christian name Robert
or Robin’ (OED) is one of the names long associated with Puck.7 It is
the Faery giant and Puck-in-disguise character Tom Shoesmith, also
a countryman and closely identified with Hobden, who at the end of
the story that mythologises the departure of the fairies from England,
carries Kipling’s two Faery children safely back to their home, crossing,
as he does so, the silent shining lawn, where a rabbit sat by the big
whitethorn near the croquet ground, providing a hint of Lewis Carroll’s
dream fantasy.
Dan and Una’s names are very suggestive, Una’s especially. Her
brother’s name evokes the boy prophet Daniel of the Pentateuch, transported to a heathen Babylon and skilled in the interpretation of dreams.
It is noteworthy that Dan, unlike his sister in the Fairy Ring theatre,
assumes more than one role, playing not only the parts of Puck and the
Three Fairies, but also the artisan Bottom the Weaver, which suggests
a narrative of interwoven meaning, or interlacement. Considered solely
in terms of its classical derivation, Una’s name expresses wholeness, as
well as uniqueness or singularity.8 In the first book of Edmund Spenser’s
The Faerie Queene (1590), a work popular with young Victorian
readers,9 the virgin of this name provides, in Spenser’s polemic, an
antithesis to ‘false Duessa’, a figure imaging religious corruption.
The divine grace that Spenser’s Una represents is characterised by her
angelic face, which shines with the brilliance of sunlight. Dedicated
to furthering the quest of the Red Cross Knight, whose destiny it is to
achieve his true identity as England’s St. George, Una is not only borne
of heauenly brood (Canto 8), but also a princess of the earthly paradise
of Eden. She thus represents a religiously based patriotic ideal which
evokes the nurtured fecundity of the natural world. In Kipling’s enterprise, something of this last notion is suggested in the lushly pastoral
and agrarian location of the children’s fairy theatre, Titania’s fairy
bower of Shakespeare’s Dream taking the place of legendary Biblical
exegesis. Like the Spenserian character, Kipling’s Una, crowned with
columbine and sceptred with foxgloves,10 possesses sovereign status,
and patriotism is unmistakably the theme of ‘The Children’s Song’,
which forms a coda to the Puck of Pook’s Hill stories.
When Puck first appears in Dan and Una’s Fairy Ring, he is
wearing a blue cap which is said to resemble a big columbine flower,
whose name derives from the Latin Columba meaning ‘dove’, a bird
traditionally regarded as a symbol of peace. The beautiful corolla of
this native wild flower really does look like a gathering of doves. If the
Shakespearean Dream context is relevant to this motif, then it could be
understood as an allusion, in antithesis, to the passage in which Titania
presents a picture of a disrupted natural world (Act II, sc. i.). Titania’s
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speech describing the effects of the ‘debate’ and ‘dissension’ between
herself and Oberon makes vivid a climactic and seasonal disarray,
resulting in floods, contagion, failed harvests and drowned flocks
and herds. This aspect of Kipling’s Shakespearean model provides a
contrast to Geoffrey of Monmouth’s idyllic description of Britain’s
early terrain:
Britain, the best of islands, is situated in the Western Ocean, between
France and Ireland, being eight hundred miles long and two hundred
broad. It produces everything that is useful to man, with a plenty
that never fails. It abounds with all kinds of metal, and has plains
of large extent, and hills fit for the finest tillage, the richness of
whose soil affords variety of fruits in their proper seasons. It has
also forests well stored with all kinds of wild beasts: in its lawns
cattle find good change of pasture, and bees variety of flowers for
honey. Under its lofty mountains lie green meadows pleasantly situated, in which the gentle murmurs of crystal springs gliding along
clear channels, give those that pass an agreeable invitation to lie
down on their banks and slumber.11
OLD THINGS

Concerning the archaeological and historical discoveries of his newly
acquired East Sussex estate and the genesis of the Puck stories, Kipling
observed: ‘You see how patiently the cards were stacked and dealt into
my hands. The Old Things of our Valley glided into every aspect of
our outdoor works. Earth, Air, Water and People had been – I saw it
at last – in full conspiracy to give me ten times as much as I could
compass, even if I wrote a complete history of England, as that might
have touched or reached our Valley.’12
‘Thing’ is a very ancient word, deriving from Old Germanic.
It is inscribed in runes on the magical sword forged by Weland, the
legendary smith of the Norse gods: It is not given For goods or gear
But for the Thing. Almost devoid of meaning in modern English and
used casually in colloquial speech, in Old English the word ‘thing’
possessed weight. It referred to a democratic council or governing body
assembled to debate policy and dispense justice. The word is extant
with this meaning in modern Scandinavian languages, and it occurs
significantly in Old Norse, for democracy was established in Iceland at
a very early date. In Kipling’s Puck stories, ‘the Thing’ comes to refer
to the assertion of civil rights and the curbing of monarchic oppression with the establishment of Magna Charta. It could be considered
also by implication to denote Puck’s magical array of revenants, giving
testimony, comment and opinion on the birth of England as a nation. In
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the medieval Icelandic Poetic Edda, which is based on ancient Norse
legend, runes have the power to restore that which is dead back to life.
‘Thing’ had another meaning now distant in time. It had the additional sense – ‘An individual work of literature or art, a composition,
a writing or piece of music’ (OED). For writers of the medieval and
Elizabethan periods, the notion would have comprehended cultural
transmission arising from an oral tradition – myth and legend, saga and
lay, folklore and fairy tale, ballad and song. Chaucer uses ‘thing’ in this
sense in ‘The Squire’s Tale’: While that this kyng sit thus in his nobleye/
Herknynge his mynstralles hir thvnges pleye (lines 78–9). In the first
verse of ‘A Tree Song’, Kipling, assuming the mantle of a traditional
minstrel, gives the word ‘thing’ a Faery context, drawing on the tradition that wherever Oak, Ash and Thorn were gathered together the fairy
folk could be seen.
Both Shakespeare and Kipling conform to the notion that Puck
personified an area of popular superstition that was commonplace and
widespread. There is little to choose between the knavish sprite who
mischievously frightens young village girls, leads travellers by night
astray and can assume the shape of a horse or a three-legged stool, and
the Puck who bewitches the farmer’s horse in ‘Weland’s Sword’ and
metamorphoses into Gleason’s bull, playin’ Robin all over the Farm at
the conclusion to the final story. Yet Shakespeare’s Puck is a spirit of air
and thrall to Oberon, King of the Fairies. Kipling’s Puck, like the Oak,
Ash and Thorn, which he magically invokes, is rooted in the Human
Earth of the English countryside and inseparable from its populace.
Deriving as it does from Old English pucel, with cognate forms in Irish
and Welsh, Puck’s name is indeed ancient, When he first appears to
Una and Dan in the opening story of Puck of Pook’s Hill he introduces
himself, with some justification, as ‘the oldest Old Thing in England,
very much at your service’.
A PROPER NEW BALLAD13

In electing to introduce and conclude the Pook’s Hill stories with lines
sung by Puck and the children from Richard Corbett’s best known
ballad ‘Rewards and Fairies’, or to give it its original title ‘The Faeryes
Farewell’, Kipling wished particularly, it seems, to identify his narratives with that aspect of seventeenth-century culture which satirised
and contemned ‘the Reformatories’. Puck of Pook’s Hill opens with
Dan and Una enacting their father’s adaptation of the fairy scenes
in Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, published in 1600.
In the aftermath of the English Civil War (1642–1651), the Puritan
regime closed the theatres and players were denounced as rogues and
vagabonds.14
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Richard Corbett (1582–1635) was by profession a churchman of
some eminence. Under the patronage of Archbishop Laud he was
made Dean of Christ Church, Oxford, in 1620, in 1628, Bishop of
Oxford and, in 1632, Bishop of Norwich. Though Corbett’s verse
was not published until after his death, he was well known in his lifetime as a poet and ballad-writer. He is said to have ‘seldom missed
an opportunity of trouncing the Puritans, whether in verse or prose’,
and apparently took great delight in satirising such individuals as John
Hammond, the scourge of Worcestershire maypoles (15). The subtitle of ‘The Faeryes Farewell’ – ‘God-A-Mercy Will’ – refers to a
worthy of Stafford Shire, one William Chourne, who is featured in the
final three verses of the ballad and said to possess a Noddle which is a
repository of Faery lore:
To William Chourne of Stafford Shire
Give Laud & Prayses due,
Who every Meale can mend your Cheare
With Tales both old & true.
To William all give Audience,
And pray yee for his Noddle:
For all the Faries Evidence
Were lost, if that were Addle.
These lines appear to be the basis in antithesis – for in a post-Reformation world he is considered by some unspecified persons to be not
quite right in his head – of the ‘outgate’ senses of Hobden’s son, the
enigmatic Bee Boy granted Faery protection in ‘Dymchurch Flit’.
The lines from the ballad which occur at the conclusion of the
Pook’s Hill stories – I wonder who his cloak would turn/ When Puck
had led him round/ Or where those walking fires would burn – refer
to an incident described in Corbett’s autobiographical poem Iter
Boreale in which he and his three companions lose their way when
travelling through a forest.16 William Chourne, the servant of one of
the company, declares their predicament is Puck’s work and finds
remedy for their plight by invoking a simple charm, that of turning
their cloaks:
Whilst in this Mill wee labour and turn round
As in a Coniurers circle, William found
A menes for our deliverance: Turne your Cloakes,
Quoth hee, for Puck is busy in these Oakes:
If ever wee at Bosworth will be found
Then turne your Cloakes, for this is Fayry-ground.17
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The lines referring to the sagacious William posit some intriguing
connotations in terms of word play – the agrarian meaning of the name
‘Chourne’, suggesting ‘churn’ (c.f. ‘Mill’ and ‘addle’, which usually
applies to eggs, in the quotation above). ‘Gleason’, at the conclusion to
‘The Treasure and the Law’, is identified with the farm of that name and
a bull playing havoc, but is previously associated with the pasture, and
with the ‘Fayry-ground’ in which the Centurion of the Thirtieth magically appears. If its first syllable is understood as a variant of ‘glee’, then
the name connotes both minstrelsy and ancestry. In the introduction to
the Reliques, Thomas Percy comments that the word ‘glee’ was considered especially to denote the art of ancient song.18 Kipling’s deployment
of the name ‘Gleason’ may be regarded as his response to what may be
for the modern reader the rather curious connection Corbett’s ballad
makes between the old pre-Reformation religion and the once prevalent
Faery Faith, for both held that there was to the created world a spiritual
or supernatural dimension. The mischievously contrary side of Puck’s
nature exemplifies the elemental anarchy that results from the denial of
this anciently established truth.
WELAND AND WAYLAND-SMITH

It has been said that the villagers of the Weald of Sussex have
remained throughout the centuries, more typically Saxon, in
complexion and general appearance, than those of any other part of
the country.19
In the time of Alfred, king of Wessex (849–99), the legend of Weland,
the elven smith of the Old Norse gods, still had considerable influence.
Though by the end of the seventh century the English had ostensibly
been converted to Christianity though the efforts of missionaries,
beginning with St Augustine sent by Pope Gregory I in 597, ‘for centuries thereafter,’ observes Robert C. Hughes in an article entitled ‘The
Origins of Old English to 800 AD’, ‘the Germanic myths and pagan
rituals survived barely beneath the surface of Christian philosophy
and theology . . .’20 The epic Old English poem Beowulf provides good
evidence of this diversified culture. Reference to the all-powerful
god of the Christians informs the narrative throughout, but the hero
Beowulf wears a mail-shirt that is of Weland’s making. One of the most
memorable references to Weland’s legend in Old English verse is to be
found in the elegy known by the title ‘Deor’.21 Weland’s image is to be
found on stone crosses in the north of England, and also on a panel of
the famous Franks Casket, alongside and seemingly equated with, a
carving of the Adoration of the Magi. It would appear that both he and
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the Christian saviour were considered to be exemplars of exceptional
beings who were the victims of monarchic despotism: Weland of the
Danish king Nithhad, the new-born Christ-child of King Herod.
Kipling’s presentation of Weland in the first of the Puck stories thus
represents a complete departure from this ancient dignity and charisma,
for he has been reduced in Faery folklore to the level of a mere blacksmith: ‘I’m not even Weland now. They call me Wayland-Smith’, he tells
Puck. Rationality and goodwill in the form of the young Saxon novice
Hugh finally secure Weland’s release, and with Puck’s assistance the
great sword that is to serve the cause of ‘The Thing’ is forged.
Identified with heathenism, Weland arrives is this country as a
chanting graven image in the bows of a piratical Viking ship. His altars
and temples function as a metaphor of the smithies and forges of the
erstwhile weaponry of war – the sword, the spear, the lance, and suchlike – and the ‘scandalous sacrifices’ made to him – ‘I was not a gentle
God in my Day and my Time and my Power’ – presumably refer to the
generations of men who died on the medieval battlefields of Britain
and Europe. The chronology that Puck assigns to Weland’s advent and
demise – ‘about a thousand years’ – approximately spans the time such
weapons were prevalent, until propelling a bullet by the explosion of
gunpowder was first devised at the beginning of the thirteenth century,22
portending the end of knightly combat and the pageantry of the joust.
Kipling finally restores Weland to his legendary place in Old Norse saga
when he pictures him as an old man formally taking his departure via
Woods Corner and Horsebridge at the time of the Norman Conquest,
from the place where he first landed.
Though Weland’s forge is notionally located in Dan and Una’s little
river valley, the site of ‘Wayland’s Smithy’, is traditionally a Neolithic
burial mound near Uffington. The site of the Battle of Ashdown in which
the Saxons, led by a young King Alfred, fought successfully to defend
their land and their Christian faith and culture against an invading army
of heathen Danes, is nearby, as is White Horse Hill and Dragon Hill, the
scene of St George’s victory. The history of this area appears to be the
basis of the splendid white horse as a ‘token’ sacrifice to Weland in the
first Puck story, and the raven-winged ships in the second Roman story,
since the Danes bore the effigy of a raven on their battle standard. As
indicated by the reference to King Alfred’s navy in ’Puck’s Song’, the
Danish incursions took place in the south, rather than the north.23
Asser’s Life of King Alfred records that as a child Alfred was ignorant of letters until his twelfth year, or even longer.; However, he
continues, he was a careful listener, by day and night, to English poems,
most frequently hearing them recited by others, and he readily retained
them in his memory.24 One of the great achievements of Alfred’s reign
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was to reverse a decline in learning and literature. The King himself
translated the fifth-century history of the world by Paulus Orosius,
which is supplemented with the ninth-century travellers’ tales of two
seamen called Ohthere and Wulfstane.25 Thus it is that Una and Dan
and the illiterate Norman revenant Sir Richard Dalyngridge discover
they both know, in the children’s case via Longfellow, the story of the
old sea-Captain who brings a snow-white walrus tooth to King Alfred,
lover of truth. The National Commemoration of King Alfred’s millennium was celebrated in Winchester in October 1901, and there was then
unveiled a statue of Alfred – the only English king to be accorded the
title ‘Great’ – holding aloft a great sword.26 It was Alfred’s descendant
Athelstan who succeeded in uniting the nation under a single monarchy
at the Battle of Brunanburg, which is one of the historical points of
reference from which the story of ‘Weland’s Sword’ is developed, since
the site of the Battle (‘Beacon Hill – they called it Brunanbrugh then’)
features in this narrative.
PICTS ANCIENT AND MODERN

The preliminary to the Roman trilogy significantly extends Una’s magically rural and literary character. In their imaginative play Kipling’s two
Edwardian children have established an important watchtower above
the valley, called Volaterrae after the citadel loyal to Rome’s defence in
Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome. The children, are the Godlike kings
of the lay of ‘Horatius’, and their ‘intimate friend’, Hobden the Hedger,
is dubbed Hands of Giants. The kindly old man has assisted the children’s game by fortifying their citadel with walls of brushwood.
While her brother struggles with ‘all that beastly Latin’, it is Una,
alone in Far Wood, who is initially confronted by and, in their ensuring
conversation, empathises with, the Roman Centurion named Parnesius.
Una lets fly with her brother’s catapult and is promptly declared, much
to her surprise, ‘a little painted beast’. Parnesius has already been forewarned to his mystification that the Picts he once knew north of the
Great Wall have undergone a metamorphosis, and he enters Dan and
Una’s ‘contemporary’ world saying, ‘What does the Faun [referring to
Puck] mean by telling me that the Painted People have changed?’ He
then catches sight, the reader is told, of Una’s yellow head. Una is thus
nominally identified with the ancient race living beyond the Great Wall
referred to by Parnesius as the ‘Little People’ – a periphrasis traditionally used to refer to the fairy folk – and the heather, woods and ruins in
which they seek refuge.
The implied Pictish nuance of Una’s character can hardly be
regarded as separate from the relationship with the young Centurion
established in the first ‘Roman’ story, for in the second, Parnesius and
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his comrade-in-arms Pertinax become associated with the Picts when
they take heather and go hunting north of the Great Wall, whose landscape is adorned by the young Centurion’s altar to Sylvan Pan, the god
of flocks, herds and wild flowers. Its location by the pine forest beyond
the brook suggests an affinity with Dan and Una’s little river valley.
As Una prepares to defend her rural citadel above the valley from
the marauding army of Lars Porsena stealing through the wind-whitened aspens by the brook, she chants a verse from Macaulay’s Lay of
Horatius on the theme of the devastation of all the plain by war. The
word ‘plain’ has long associations in English literature, in the scop’s
creation song in the Old English Beowulf (lines 89–98), and the opening
lines of Piers Plowman, for example, with the notion of the earth (then
considered to be flat) as a beautiful plain. The magical appearance of
the Roman revenant is preceded by some delightfully enhanced and
well observed writing on Kipling’s part, featuring a ‘plain’ of more
immediate relevance to Dan and Una’s world, Gleason’s pasture.
The name ‘Parnesius’ may have been considered by Kipling as apt
to his purpose, because of its close resemblance to the Latin adjective Parnasius, referring to Parnasus (Latin Parnasus), the mountain
in ancient Greece that was sacred to Apollo and home to the Muses.
The similarity would presumably have been readily perceived by any
contemporary Kipling reader who had been classically educated, and
such an interpretation registers with the idea of Rome – that so-holy
spot, The very Rome – Crowned by all Time, all Art, all Might, The
equal work of Gods and Man – eulogised in the verse entitled ‘A BritishRoman Song’, which comes before ‘On the Great Wall’. Parnesius’
governess on Vectis, Aglaia, described as ‘full of her ancient Greeks’,
is named after one of the Three Graces: the literature of ancient Rome
developed in part from the models provided by ancient Greek models.
The violets that Parnesius speaks of growing down to the shore near
his father’s villa, probably allude to the fact that this flower was the
emblem of ancient Athens. The elderly tame Pict who is mentor to the
two young Roman soldiers, is also endowed with a classical name, for
‘Allo’ in Greek simply means ‘other’. The name of Parnesius’ comrade
Pertinax is a Latin adjective meaning ‘steadfast, unyielding’, giving
our modern word ‘pertinacious’. Besides connoting the young Roman’s
courage, the name perhaps alludes to the spell Puck lays upon Una and
Dan: ‘Fast! Hold fast all I give you’, and by extension, the poem entitled ‘A Charm’ that forms the prologue to Rewards and Fairies.
The relationship between Parnesius and Pertinax and the old Pict
Allo who refers to them as ‘his children’ is comparable with the relationship of Dan and Una with the old Sussex countryman Hobden.
Parnesius appears not from behind anything suggestive of Hadrian’s
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Wall, but yellow-flowered gorse growing on pastureland: gorse was
traditionally a source of both fodder and fuel in the rural economy.
The subsequent conversation between Una and Parnesius reveals that,
in terms of their respective childhoods, they have much in common.
Parnesius and his siblings enjoyed on their country estate on Roman
Vectis a happy and lively family life with empathetic parents. The gorse
bushes that Parnesius emerges from below Pook’s Hill appear on Vectis
as teasing hiding-places when he and his brothers and sister are being
‘hunted’ by their governess. He laughingly assumes that Una is hiding
in Far Wood for similar reasons. In response to the notion of ‘pheasant
preserves’, Parnesius makes his own contribution to our understanding
of ‘Romans’, ‘Picts’ (from the Latin picti, meaning ‘painted ones’) and
‘pheasants’: his comment indicates that they are all brilliantly coloured,
as indeed he himself is.
‘WINGED HATS’ AND ‘RAVEN-WINGED SHIPS’

In the second story in Kipling’s Roman sequence ‘On the Great Wall’,
Allo and the two young Centurions are led one day in the chase to
the shore, and there they see the newly arrived ships of the Northmen.
‘Come away! Come away!’ says Allo in great distress. ‘My heather
will not protect you here. We shall all be killed!’ As an intermediary
for his people with the Roman army and mentor to Parnesius and his
fellow officer Pertinax, Allo fears the invading Northmen greatly, for
he perceives that their gods threaten alike both the Roman gods and the
gods the Picts worship.
Besides recalling the heathen forces that threatened Alfred and his
troops at Ashdown, the epithet ‘raven-winged’ may also be an oblique
allusion to the chief god of the men from the North where Rome does
not rule, Odin. A significant part of Odin’s power resided in the two
ravens Huginn, ‘Thought’, and Muginn, ‘Memory’, who flew abroad
and brought to their master news of everything that was happening in
the world. However, the invaders who threaten both ‘Romans’ and the
Picts alike are at one point referred to as ‘ravens’, and this may simply
be Kipling’s way of identifying the invaders with the carrion birds of
the battle-field. It was a convention commonly observed both in Old
English lay and in Old Norse saga to invoke the raven and the crow
when referring to death in battle. In the Old English poem, ‘The Battle
of Brunanburg’, for example, the dead are left lying on the battlefield
for the dark Black-coated raven, horny-beaked to enjoy.27
Nevertheless, the emphasis is on the winged hats the invaders wear,
which give the title of the third and last Roman story, which culminates
in the invaders’ defeat. Kipling provides us with no explanation of his
distinctively helmeted Northmen (who seem in fact unhistorical).28 In
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the Historia, Geoffrey of Monmouth, recounts the arrival of Hengist
and Horsa on the shores of Britain during Vortigern’s reign: when
questioned by the king about his religion, Hengist replies, ‘We worship
the gods of our own country, Saturn, Jove and the others who rule
over this world, and more especially Mercury whom in our language
we called Woden.’29 The Romans, generally tolerant of the gods of
peoples whose lands they occupied, also interpreted the chief god of
the Germanic races, Odin or Woden, as being a manifestation of their
own god Mercury. Julius Caesar, in his account of the Gallic Wars,
observed that the Germanic peoples honoured ‘Mercury’ above all
other gods, apparently conflating this Roman deity, usually depicted
with a winged hat and feet, with Woden. Besides being a messenger
of the gods, characterised by swiftness of flight, Mercury was also
a god of trade, the grain trade especially, and successful commerce
generally. Ironically, the old Pict Allo, in an attempt at euphemism,
speaks of the appearance of the Viking longships offshore, as ‘Nothing
but a trading-station’. In the Rewards and Fairies story ‘Cold Iron’,
Puck attends Lewes Market on Woden’s Day and watches ‘the slaves
being sold there, same as pigs are sold at Robertsbridge Market nowadays.’ In ‘The Conversion of St Wilfred’, going to Woten is the Saxons’
periphrasis for death.
The idea of the Northmen as unscrupulous traders informs the
antecedent story, ‘The Knights of the Joyous Venture’. Described as
a heathen and a pirate, the Norse sea-captain Witta is yet admired for
his great boldness, cunning and skill, and beyond all, for his simplicity.
One of the two veteran knights who perforce accompany Witta on
his trading voyage to the African coast emerges from the adventure
severely wounded. Hugh of the Manor of Dallington, ‘the most perfect,
courteous, valiant, tender, and wise knight that ever drew breath’, loses
the use of his right sword arm and hence of Weland’s magical sword.
Witta’s view of the matter is indeed ‘simple’: ‘Gold is a good right arm
to any man. Look – look at the gold!’
MAGNA CARTA

Forget not after all these years,
The Charter signed at Runnymede

Rudyard Kipling, ‘The Reeds of Runnymede’30

Though Hugh and Sir Richard Dalyngridge are successful in their
‘Joyous Venture’ in winning the gold that is to secure the signing of
Magna Charta, their courage and chivalry are compromised in the
process, and they become old men. It is as an elderly knight that Sir
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Richard appears to Dan and Una and narrates the Norman trilogy –
unlike Parnesius who, though he and Pertinax are said to be grey-haired
by the time they are relieved by Count Theodosius and his troops, enters
Dan and Una’s world as an young man whose bronze armour and great
helmet are glowing with colour and light, and it is as a young man that
he tells of his distinguished military career on the Great Wall.
In the first of the Roman stories, Kipling plays on the word ‘free’.
Parnesius wishes to know if Una is ‘free’ that is, whether or not she is a
slave. Una, mistaking his meaning, innocently declares that she and her
brother have their governess’ permission to be outdoors till tea-time.
Parnesius, nobly born and also educated by a governess, assumes with
a proper understanding laugh that a formal education means a ‘free’
status. At the end of the preceding story ‘Old Men at Pevensey’, the bell
for tea has rung faintly across the meadows while Una, in the stern of the
‘Golden Hind’, has been reading from Longfellow’s poem ‘The Slave’s
Dream’, whose quoted lines ‘Again in the mist and shadow of sleep/ He
saw his native land’, together with Dan’s sleepiness, subtly undermine
the achievement of De Aquila and his two loyal knights in securing
the treasure of gold – and proleptically, that of Kadmiel ensuring that
King John was forced to sign Magna Charta at Runnymede. ‘A whole
shipload of gold!’ exclaims Una, gazing at the little boat named after
the vessel in which Drake brought back from the Caribbean, for the
benefit of the Elizabethan Exchequer, a huge bounty of gold won from
the Spanish. The implication is that the rights of Magna Charta may
need to be reasserted anew. At the beginning of the final story, ‘The
Treasure and the Law’, the cruel guns begin again, and, a big beat is in
progress on the other side of the valley, ‘I wouldn’t be a pheasant – in
November – for a lot’, says Dan. ‘Weland gave the sword. The Sword
gave the Treasure, and the Treasure gave the Law’, declares Puck. But
old Hobden has the last word:
‘Winter, he’s come, I rackon, Mus’ Dan,’ he called. ‘Hard
times now till Heffle Cuckoo Fair. Yes, we’ll all be glad to
see the Old Woman let the Cuckoo out o’ the basket for to
start lawful Spring in England.’
THE VILLA OF VECTIS

Featured in the first of the three Roman stories is ‘that island West
yonder that you can see from so far in clear weather’ and specifically
a villa ‘on the southern edge of the Island by the Broken Cliffs’, as the
location is described, apparently referring to the area of St. Catherine’s
Point, the southern-most tip of the Wight and, behind it and to the east,
the coastal stretch of the Undercliff. The lighthouse at St. Catherine’s
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Point appears in a story by Kipling called ‘The Disturber of Traffic’,
disguised as the ‘St. Cecilia-under-the-Cliff Light’ , first published in
1891, and collected in Many Inventions (1893). The idea for the story
came to Kipling whilst staying on the Wight in 1891 (probably at the
Sandrock Hotel: his name appears on a census of this date) with his
friend Wolcott Balestier, the brother of his future wife. He was also on
more than one occasion a guest of Balestier and his sister at a house
called ‘The Four Winds’ in the nearby village of Chale.31 So Kipling
must have been very familiar with this area of the Island. The village
of Niton and the area of the Undercliff are notable for their Puck
place-names. The boat-landing and cliff-path climb up to the villa that
Parnesius speaks of probably refer to Puckaster Cove and Puckaster
Farm, which, as can be seen from the Ordnance Survey map of 1898,
is situated a short distance to the north. ‘Puckaster’ means ‘the rock
or rocky hill haunted by a goblin’, and ‘Puckwell’, as in Puckwell
Lane, leading to Puckwell Farm in Niton itself, as ‘the spring or stream
haunted by a goblin’.32 There is, however, no historical evidence of any
Roman settlement in this area of the Wight: Roman remains are mostly
confined to the centre of the island, around Newport.33
As Professor A.L.F. Rivet states in ‘Rudyard Kipling’s Roman
Britain: Fact and Fiction’,34 the inspiration for Parnesius’ rural home
was almost certainly the Roman Villa near the village of Brading, to the
north-east. This was the major archaeological discovery of the 1880s,
receiving at that time much publicity in the national daily press. The
excavations in 1879–81 of the Villa’s remains, which lay beneath just
ten inches of ploughed topsoil, revealed several very elegant and ornate
mosaic floors, featuring various deities, legendary figures, birds and
animals. Kipling’s father John Lockwood Kipling, his son’s literary
mentor for some thirty years and an expert in Indian arts and crafts,
was working in the new Durbar Room at Osborne House for Queen
Victoria, and resident on the Wight, at the time the villa was discovered.35 The year 1880 saw the publication of an illustrated article by
Cornelius Nicholson entitled A Descriptive Account of the Roman Villa
near Brading, Isle of Wight, and the following year, a more detailed
account of the excavations by John Price and Frederick George Hilton
Price entitled A Description of the Remains of Roman Buildings at
Morton, near Brading, Isle of Wight.
‘INCONGRUOUS MAN-COCK’

Parnesius arrives at the beginning of the third Roman tale to tell the
children that he has been disputing with ‘the Faun’ whether it is better
that all his tale should be told, or left untold. What is left untold in
Kipling’s fictional narrative has been stated in terms of historical fact
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by C.E. Carrington. Following the usurper Maximus’ defeat and execution in 388,
seven years passed before troops could be spared for the lost province
of North Britain and when, about 395, Britain was reorganised, it was
the Lowland Province only: Rome never again occupied Hadrian’s
Wall… about the year 380, Britannia was officially Christian and
Maximus was a rather fanatical Christian. The Roman Army no
longer consisted of disciplined legionaries, but mostly of irregular corps of barbarians serving under their own tribal chiefs. The
cities were decayed, half-empty, or even abandoned, and civilised
life persisted mainly in the great country houses, like the Parnesius
family home in the Isle of Wight, where old-fashioned aristocrats
clung to their pagan religion in a world that had passed them by.36
What seems to have particularly caught Kipling’s imagination
concerning the Roman Villa at Brading is the mosaic paving of a small
chamber in the Villa’s southern corner. It was described in the article
published in 1881 by the two archaeologists who excavated the site as
follows:
The pavement in this room is square. On the western side are two
Gladiators, the Secutor, or one with a trident, and the Retiarius
enveloping the other with a net, in combat. On the north side is a
fox under a tree. A building with a cupola completes this. On the
south side, in front of a pair of steps, is a man with the head and legs
of a cock. On his right hand are two griffins, called by some winged
panthers. In the centre is the head of Bacchus, or of a Bacchante,
and occupying two of the angles are like figures, holding in their
hands a staff with a cross on the top, similar to those held by the
nymphs on thePitney pavement…. The grotesque figure is not as
yet clearly understood: various theories have been suggested, but it
will probably be proved that this quaint composition is to be associated with the worship of Mithra the sun-god of Persia, as it is in
keeping with the semi-oriental character of the designs throughout.
… The cock often appears as an emblem among the Mithraic signs.37
Classically educated gentlefolk visiting the site of the newly discovered remains, would have had no difficulty in understanding the various
subjects and figures depicted on the mosaic floors, so the ‘incongruous
man-cock’ is an exception. Cornelius Nicholson states that there is no
satisfactory explanation of this figure and its accoutrements to be found
in classical history or legend, nor in heathen mythology. This, arguably,
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did not prevent Kipling the writer from using the mosaic as a basis for
creative development in his three Roman stories.
Parnesius is a very young man when he first arrives to take up his
command post on the Great Wall. He describes the great rampart to
Una and Dan as a dividing line between two very different ways of life.
Behind the Wall stretches ‘One roaring, rioting, cock-fighting, wolfbaiting, horse-racing town from Ituna on the West to Segedunum of
the cold Eastern beach…. A vast town – long like a snake, and wicked
like a snake’, and, beyond it, the bee-pastures and woods of Valentia.
Most of the soldiers who man the Wall are criminals of one sort or
another. Parnesius arrives to find himself in a fair of peoples from every
corner of the Empire, where many gathered in a ditch to see cocks
fight: these, he is told by his future friend Pertinax, are the Cohort he
is to command. The men subsequently return with their cocks under
their arms, and humiliate and anger the young nobleman who is to be
their commanding officer by asking him who he is, ‘but I made my new
Cohort unhappy too’.
The monstrous man-cock seems to have provided Kipling with an
image of philistine barbarity, for Parnesius is an idealistic and religious
young man who fights in the desperate struggle against the ‘Winged
Hats’ on the Wall, in defence of Roma Dea: we are told that ‘the fight
was always hottest to left and right of the great statue of Roma Dea.’
The winged and vigilant griffins are translated by Kipling into the
heraldic emblems of his two gallant and courageous young officers, for
both Parnesius and Pertinax, as initiates of the Mithras cult, have been
raised together to the fictitious Degree of Gryphons, mythical creatures
combining the head of a lion, the king of beasts, and the wings of an
eagle, the king of birds. The griffins in the mosaic are embellished with
sprays of millet, traditionally thrown into the ring by spectators at gladiatorial contests, thus linking the cock-man, who is dressed as a lanista,
a trainer of gladiators, with the medallion depicting the two gladiators.
The word lanista was extended by classical writers to mean ‘a trainer
in evil, an inciter to violence’. Parnesius, now Captain of the Wall with
Pertinax and facing the prospect of defending it with half the garrison
withdrawn by Maximus in his bid for imperial power, says jokingly to
his General: ‘We who are about to die salute you’, the farewell customarily spoken by gladiators in the arena before their battles to the death.
The final Parnesius story begins in a very subdued manner. The children climb up to the lower end of Far Wood, described as sadder and
darker than the Volaterrae end, , because of an old marlpit full of black
water, where weepy, hairy moss hangs round the stumps of the willows
and alders. The quietude of the Roman revenant’s arrival for the
conclusion of his tale contrasts with the youthful and lively confidence
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of his manner when he joins the children in Volterrae at the beginning
of the second story. The ultimate defeat of the two gallant Captains
and the men that are left to them is certainly contemplated, if not actually implied, in the ‘Song to Mithras’ that precedes the tale. When, in
the first story of the trilogy, Parnesius and his cohort finally approach
the Wall, it is as if the young Centurion encounters not simply a landscape of the past with its altars to Legions and Generals forgotten, and
broken statues of Gods and Heroes, and thousands of graves, but a
surreal landscape of the future.
The theme of the ephemerality of man’s existence on middangeard, (‘middle-earth’), and the transience of all human enterprise and
endeavour was one that is given elegiac utterance in more than one
of the Anglo-Saxon poems that have survived in manuscript form. An
untitled poem, referred to as ‘The Ruin’, meditates upon some archaeological remains, which could plausibly be those of Aquae Sulis, the city
which Parnesius so vividly describes in ‘A Centurion of the Thirtieth’.
When the following lines were composed, the great Roman city was no
more than a memory:
The public halls were bright, with lofty gables,
Bath-houses many: great the cheerful noise,
And many mead-halls filled with human pleasures.
Till mighty fate brought change upon it all.
Slaughter was widespread, pestilence was rife,
And death took all those valiant men away.38
Kipling takes up this theme, which is not unlike that of ‘Recessional’,
in the poem which precedes the first Roman story ‘Cities and Thrones
and Powers’, and rehearses it again at its close when Parnesius’ prays
to Mithras with ‘deep, splendid-sounding words’ while Puck chants the
thirteenth century Latin poem ‘Cur mundus militat sub vana gloria/
Cujus prosperitas est transitoria?’ (‘Why does the world, whose prosperity is fleeting, struggle for empty glory ?’) Puck, possessing an
actor’s ability to project his voice as well as a talent for mimicry, sings
in a voice like bells tolling, rather in the manner of his rendering of
‘Rewards and Fairies’, at the beginning of ‘Weland’s Sword’, where
his booming voice on that occasion is compared with ‘a great church
organ’. Puck’s great voice also ironically informs the conclusion to the
last story ‘The Treasure and the Law’ when again he sings the Corbett
ballad.
The coda to the Roman trilogy presents a magnificent dog-fox
looking at Dan and Una as though he were an old friend of theirs.
The image suggests that something vital has been preserved of the
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Triumph so bravely won by the two Captains on the Great Wall. Besides
appearing in the mosaic floor already discussed, a fox is also featured in
one of the best preserved of the Brading Villa mosaics and, located in a
key position by the front entrance to the Villa, one of the most striking
and elegant. This mosaic foregrounds the mythical Thracian poet
Orpheus who was able to charm even animals and birds with the music
of his lyre. When his wife Eurydice died, he so entranced Pluto the
God of the Underworld with his music that Pluto agreed to let Eurydice
return to the world of the living. Orpheus came to symbolise renewal
and regeneration, and the triumph of good over evil. Thus the striking
image which concludes the Roman trilogy may represent a conflation of
the fox of the Brading Villa mosaics with a metamorphosis of Puck as a
character well-known in the beast-fable of Reynard the Fox. The beastfable was a genre in which Kipling excelled: ‘The Conversion of St.
Wilfred’ in Rewards and Fairies with its charming accompanying poem
‘Eddi’s Service’ comes to mind, and of course the two Jungle Books and
the Just So Stories for Little Children. Kipling suggests something of
the ancient Orpheus myth in the vernacular verse ‘A Three-Part Song’
which forms the epilogue to the story of ‘Dymchurch Flit’, whose title
implies that the voice of the classically educated writer is chiming with
the voices of the countryman and the Puck-in-disguise Tom Shoesmith
in celebrating with heart, mind and soul the Weald an’ the Marsh an’
the Down Countrie.
CONCLUSION: THE ISLE OF GRAMARYE

Though the Puck stories are closely linked to the topography of the
Kiplings’ country estate in East Sussex and the history of the area generally, the real subject, as the author makes clear in the prefatory poem,
‘Puck’s Song’, is an island of enchantment: She is not any common
Earth, Water or wood or air, But Merlin’s Isle of Gramarye, Where you
and I will fare. ‘Gramarye’ is a medieval word, revived in the literature
of the nineteenth century by Sir Walter Scott to refer to ‘occult learning,
magic, necromancy’ (OED). Kipling nominally evokes this literary
magic of the old days when he provides us with a very vivid anecdotal
image of Magic black as Merlin could make it, featuring a revenant
Sir Huon of Bordeaux and Tintagel. Kipling’s ‘gramarye’, child-based
and honest innocent of any nigromancin’, is enchantment of a different
kind – ‘book-magic: grammar, Latin, literature: understanding, power,
delight’, as Professor Hugh Brogan expresses it.39 In his magical collection of children’s stories and verse, Kipling supplies ‘gramarye’ in full
measure. The stories lack, however, the obvious concomitant to Merlin,
that distinguished figure of medieval legend King Arthur, who in the art
and literature of the Victorian era became something of a cult figure.
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Debra Mancoff comments: ‘In both use and in interpretation Victorian
interest in the saga of King Arthur constituted a full-scale revival of the
legend, the first since medieval times. In art it was nothing short of a
renaissance.’ When the cult waned, ‘the private vision of the Arthurian
world was kept alive by the Pre-Raphaelite artist Edward Burne-Jones’.40
Yet besides the attributes of his name, previously discussed, Kipling
implies a dimension for Parnesius that goes beyond his captaincy of the
Wall. Maximus the Emperor of Britain and Gaul abandons his erstwhile
opinion that the young man who has previously declared himself to
be ‘sometimes-one-thing-and-sometimes-another’ was fit only ‘to live
and die a Centurion of the Wall’. After being apprised of the letters the
young soldier writes home, with sketches of Picts, bears, and satirical
cartoons of the men manning the Wall, he is obliged to acknowledge
that Parnesius ‘can think as well as draw.’ The ambivalence of identity Parnesius initially asserts extends to his answer ‘Ye-es and no’ to
Una’s ‘You’re a Roman yourself; aren’t you?’ Parnesius, born on Vectis
and claiming an Island ancestry of many generations, informs Una
that his family’s founder ‘had his land given him by Agricola at the
Settlement’, though Professor Rivet states categorically that ‘there was
no such Settlement’, adding that, ‘there is no reason for supposing that
the owners of the Brading Villa were of anything but Celtic descent’.41
Parnesius, then, presents an enigmatic amalgam of ‘ultra-Roman Briton’
and ‘ultra-British Roman’. Though the character central to Kipling’s
Roman trilogy bears no similarity to the mature and charismatic Faery
king of medieval legend, he is not unlike the legendary young British
chieftain of the ancient chronicles,42 who, in the aftermath of the Roman
withdrawal, led a courageous campaign against barbarian invaders and
gave the Arthurian legend birth.
Notes and References
1. Letter from Edward Burne-Jones (1897), quoted in Charles Carrington, Rudyard
Kipling, His Life and Work (London: Macmillan, 1955: revised 1978), pp. 441–2: ‘I
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– rum names, Sir, as ever was. He’s an author as has been down in the market but is
looking up now.’
2. Lewis Thorpe, Translator, Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of
Britain (London: Penguin Books, 1966), p.23.
3. Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself: For My Friends Known and Unknown
(London: Macmillan, 1951; first published 1937), p.185.
4. Geoffrey of Monmouth, ordained at Westminster in 1152 and consecrated Bishop
of St. Asaph soon after, belonged to a close-knit group of scholars, prelates and
noblemen in Lincoln and Oxford. See preface to Michael J. Curley, Geoffrey of
Monmouth (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1994).
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Edward Thomas, the Annotated Collected Poems (Tarset: Bloodaxe Books, 2008),
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12. Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself, pp.186–7.
13. See J.A.W. Bennett and H.R. Trevor-Roper, The Poems of Richard Corbett (Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1955): ‘The Faeryes Farewell’, p. 49, originally entitled, A
Proper New Ballad Intituled The Faeryes Farewell Or God – A-Mercy Will.
14. The closure of theatres on 6 September 1642 was reinforced with a further ordinance threatening imprisonment. In 1647, a third ordinance declared all players
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powers to seize ballad singers and suppress stage plays. Playhouses did not revive
until the Restoration in 1660.
15. Bennett and Trevor-Roper, op. cit., p.xxxi; cf Edward Burne-Jones’ letter, quoted
above (n.1): ‘Glastonbury and Iona was going it pretty strong in the Christian line,
a good hundred years – I dare say – before the English come, as were Pagans of
the most outrageous kind, though with great aptitude for religious teaching, as our
glorious reformation shows later on.’
16. Bennett and Trevor-Roper, op. cit., p.xxi.
17. Bennett and Trevor-Roper, op. cit., quoting Iter Boreale, lines 306–10.
18. Edward Walford, Editor, Thomas Percy, Reliques of Ancient English Poetry
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John Edward Price and Frederick George Hilton Price, A Description of the
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Rivet, op. cit., p.13.
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Reading
Mark Girouard, The Return to Camelot, Chivalry and the English Gentleman (New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1981).
Michael Smith, Kipling’s Sussex (Brighton: Brownleaf, 2008).
Barbara Willard, The Grove of Green Holly (Harmondsworth: Kestrel Books, 1967); a
thoughtful children’s novel, set in the Sussex Weald and featuring Shakespearean
players against a background of Puritanism and traditional iron-working.
An earlier version of this article was first published in Mixed Moss, Journal of The Arthur
Ransome Society.
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MEMBERSHIP NOTES
BY JOHN LAMBERTt
New Members

Miss Patricia Fairbrother (Sheffield)
Dr Justin Jones (Texas)
The Rt. Hon. Lord Cope (London)
Andrew Kinsella (Ireland)
Sheila Farmer (Tunbridge Wells)
Helen Brown (Oxford)
Laura Foster (London)

Back numbers of The Kipling Journal

Members may wish to know that I have a selection of back numbers
of The Kipling Journal. Please contact me with any requests you may
have.
Payment of subscription fees

Members are requested to check that they are paying the correct amount
for their subscription fee be it by cheque or Standing Order Mandate,
etc. by referring to the information on the back cover of The Kipling
Journal.
Members are also reminded of the due date of their subscription on
their address label when they receive The Journal. The date given as
01/08/12 refers to 1st August 2012.
If you are in any doubt please contact me by the methods also given
on the back cover.
Please advise me of any changes of address, including e-mail if
applicable as I do like to keep in contact with members.
							John Lambert
							Hon. Membership Secretary
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book reviews
RUDYARD KIPLING: LIFE, LOVE AND ART by William B. Dillingham, 2013,
Greensboro, NC: ELT Press: ISBN 978-0-944318-54-6, 280pp, $60.

This is William B. Dillingham’s third study of Kipling. Many readers of
the Kipling Journal will be familiar with his Rudyard Kipling: Hell and
Heroism (2005) and Being Kipling (2008); this new volume serves as
a companion to the former. In the brief ‘Preface & Acknowledgments’,
Dillingham notes that his subtitle, drawn from the poem written as an
introduction to ‘“Teem” – A Treasure Hunter’ and first published in
the month of Kipling’s death, identifies concerns central to ‘the best of
his stories, especially those of his later period’. These are: ‘life, how it
should and should not be lived; love, what is healthy about it and what
is perilous; and Art, what it is in broad terms – “proper work” – and how
crucially important it is to one’s sense of identity’. He then proposes to
address relevant stories ‘most in need of new appraisal’, contesting a
number of entrenched readings while retaining respect for established
Kipling criticism. Dillingham moves to offer new single-line explanations for the texts he discusses; his late Kipling is not an author of
modernist uncertainty, or the author of ambiguous tales in the tradition
of Henry James.
The emphasis throughout is on the primary texts, rather than the
wider context of literature and ideas. Focusing on one or two texts per
chapter, Dillingham usefully gives himself the space to deliberate at
length, while other related stories and poems are also examined as relevant. Each chapter begins by querying the existing commentaries on a
story, often for lack of attention to form and narration, before offering
a new reading. In first chapter on ‘“The Finest Story in the World”’,
whereas critics have regarded this story as exemplifying Kipling’s view
of what an author should do, Dillingham sees it as satirizing and questioning the narrator in order to hold up a danger Kipling saw in his own
writing life, namely that he might take his concern with detail and accuracy too far. ‘“Wireless”’ is similarly approached through the reliability
of its narrator who, along with the character of Shaynor, is used to warn
how sexual attraction can stand in the way of an accurate apprehension
of the world. ‘Mrs Bathurst’ is seen in terms of Pyecroft’s response to a
story about the power of desire, and ‘The Wish House’ offers a warning
about how sexual obsession can damage the capacity to show feeling
towards others. I did wonder whether Dillingham misses the significance of class difference when he contends that the two old ladies in
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‘The Wish House’ do not act as one would expect ‘British women of
advanced age’ to behave, and sees Pyecroft, across all the texts in which
he appears, as very similar to Beetle in the Stalky stories.
Dillingham questions C.A. Bodelsen’s view that ‘The Bull That
Thought’ is ‘an allegory on art and the artist’, instead seeing it as
‘essentially a character study, not a study of writing’. Addressing why
‘The Eye of Allah’ departs from historical accuracy, he comes to see
the Abbot’s decision to destroy the microscope as evincing his deeply
rational pragmatism, while ‘Dayspring Mishandled’ is not about
forgery or revenge but the consequences of straying from one’s ‘proper
work’. The chapter dealing with ‘The Manner of Men’ and ‘The Church
That Was at Antioch’, sees the stories as stemming from Kipling’s early
ambivalence toward literary discipleship and his stress on personal
independence. The final chapter might well surprise, for it addresses
Kipling’s late writing about dogs in Thy Servant a Dog – Told by Boots
and ‘“Teem” – a Treasure-Hunter’. Dillingham contests the usual view
of the former as something of an embarrassment, and the latter as either
wholly an autobiographical allegory or a story pure and simple, arguing
that in both texts Kipling reaches for a form and language to express
how the worlds of humans and dogs mirror each other.
The production and design standards of ELT Press are very high;
they have produced a handsome book. As one would expect from this
author, Dillingham shows himself to be widely read in Kipling’s work.
Pleasure can also be taken in the wide range of Kipling scholarship
on which he draws, evidence of which is to be found in the extensive
notes. Rudyard Kipling: Life, Love, and Art offers sustained and carefully argued studies of some extraordinary short stories. Readers of
the Journal will enjoy returning to these texts and then engaging with
William B. Dillingham’s readings.
Dr Howard J. Booth, University of Manchester.
KIPLING AND TRIX: A NOVEL by Mary Hamer, 2012, Aurora Metro Books: ISBN
1 906 58234 3), paperback, 361pp, £9.99.

Mary Hamer’s novel about the lives of Rudyard Kipling and his sister
Alice, ‘Trix’ to her family, is intelligent, moving and a real page-turner.
I started it at about 8 pm and was so gripped that I went on until at 3 am
I reached Carrie Kipling’s tight-lipped grief at the ceremony of interring Rud’s ashes in Poets’ Corner, Westminster Abbey.
This narrative magnetism is perhaps surprising in a novel dealing
with such a well-known life history. Like most Kipling Journal readers,
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I knew the main events of Rudyard Kipling’s life from biographies
(which also mention his sister), and Kipling’s own Something of
Myself (which doesn’t), and thought I would already know the story.
Yet despite the familiar narrative signposts – paradisal Bombay, the
traumatic childhood exile and abuse in Southsea, Trix’s marriage to
Jack Fleming and her subsequent psychotic breakdowns, Rudyard’s
marriage to Carrie Balestier, and the births and deaths of their children
– this story at once recognizable and new. Its freshness comes partly
from Mary Hamer’s sensitive deployment of Kipling’s own words (the
chapter-headings are all Kipling quotes), and from much new material
about Trix’s novels and her friendships with Maud Diver, William de
Morgan, and Sir Oliver Lodge of the Society for Psychical Research,
but more from the skill with which the Kiplings’ story is told from unfamiliar angles. Whereas a biographer, bound to fact, must rely on letters,
memoirs or independent witnesses, all potentially unreliable sources
needing to be weighed and assessed, or else resort to speculation (‘X
must have wanted/feared/felt…’) , a novelist enjoys the privilege of
narrative insight and can use whatever point of view she chooses.
Mary Hamer relates Rudyard’s and Trix’s childhood and adolescence by means of an omniscient narrator who like George Eliot in The
Mill on the Floss, stays close to the children’s feelings. When they reach
adulthood, the narrative moves between several viewpoints. Trix’s life
is sometimes seen from her own point of view, but during her courtship by Jack Fleming whom she doesn’t want but can’t resist, and her
later breakdowns when she was looked after in her parents’ Wiltshire
home, the centre of narrative consciousness becomes her sympathetic
but puzzled father Lockwood Kipling. Conversely, the adult Rudyard is
mainly presented as he appears to his wife Carrie who turns out, unusually, to be the heroine of the Kipling story. If the novel had a villain, it
would be Kipling’s snobbishly conventional, racist mother who bosses
her family through the strength of weakness (nobody ever wants to risk
upsetting Mrs Kipling) and who, after exiling her children to England,
fails to understand them as adults. Yet even she is presented with some
sympathy as a mother plagued by guilt and jealousy about leaving her
children in the care of Indian servants.
Conversely, Carrie Kipling née Balestier is shown as a person of
love, insight and grit who understands her Rud very well, inwardly
dissents as a democratic American and loving wife from her husband’s
furious preoccupation with the South African war and his crush on
Cecil Rhodes, and creates with him a steadfast, lifelong mutual love,
which though not perfect is deeply sustaining to both and enables Rud’s
creativity. The story of this happy if flawed partnership (nothing, Carrie
acknowledges to herself, was ever quite the same after their daughter
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Josephine’s death), is finely contrasted with Trix’s disastrous marriage
to the anti-intellectual Jack Fleming, which gives no pleasure to either
party, stifles her talents and helps to drive her mad.
Brother and the sister are shown as equally gifted: everything
Trix does, she does brilliantly, but she achieves little compared
with her brother thanks to discouragement compounded by her own
vulnerability. In the chapter ‘How Fear Came’ about the children’s
Southsea exile, we see Trix becoming the favourite of their horrible
foster-mother, escaping persecution but learning terror and confusion
as ‘Aunt Sarah’ bullies Ruddy with whippings and hellfire diatribes.
From her teenage years onwards, her life becomes a series of brilliant promises, all blighted: when her school suggests she might try
for Girton College, Cambridge, she knows that her mother wouldn’t
tolerate a bluestocking daughter; her parodies in Echoes are easily as
good as Rudyard’s but her mother doesn’t want them published; after
two good novels the Fleming family she marries into puts a stop her to
her writing; and the gift for the paranormal which she shares with her
mother leads to mental illness, powerfully rendered in the harrowing
scene where Josephine’s death, foreseen by a terrified crystal-gazing
Trix, triggers her first psychotic breakdown. Yet Trix proves a survivor
who eventually recovers, outlives her uncongenial husband, and in a
charming ‘Epilogue’ appears at Edinburgh Zoo speaking Hindustani to
the elephant.
Professor Jan Montefiore, Kent University
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RUDYARD-KIPLING@JISCMAIL.AC.UK
a.k.a. ‘The Mailbase’
January–June 1913

We started the new year with a flurry of messages, triggered by Fred
Lerner from the USA who wrote: ‘A colleague asks, “Do you know if
it was Kipling’s idea to bury the men and officers together rather than
in separate places, in contrast for example to their separate hospitalizations in England? I don’t, but I expect that someone on this list will’.
Christopher Newbould answered first to the effect that the principle
had been established from the outset, and David Page posted a flier
which Kipling himself had written covering illustrations of proposed
headstones for graves in British war grave cemeteries. The discussion
was concluded by Roger Ayers, who drew attention to an article he had
written in KJ 308 on ‘The Gardener’. At the end of that month, there
was an exchange of messages about the sale of a flat in the Villiers Street
property where Kipling lived when he first came to London in 1889.
February started with a question from our secretary who had been
asked (one of the perils of being secretary is that you are the channel for
all sorts of questions) if anyone could throw light on Kipling addressing
a recruiting meeting at Southport in 1915 – this in connection with the
fact that the play ‘My Boy Jack’ was being performed in the town. On
19 March, Bryan Diamond initiated an exchange on the subject of the
story ‘For One Night Only’, which appeared in the March 2013 KJ.
He asked from what source Kipling might have drawn the character
‘Geissler – the Chicago Jew– previously a Levantine dragoman’. Yan
Shapiro concluded the exchange without a conclusive answer, other
than that there is a suggestion in ‘From Sea to Sea’, Chapter 6, which
Kipling title ‘Shows how one Chicago Jew and an American Child can
poison the Purest Mind’.
Roger Ayers drew our attention on 7 April to an article which had
appeared in the Daily Telegraph the previous day about a 104-yearold craftsman from Burwash who had worked at Bateman’s who was
an example of the craftsmen whom Kipling introduced into is Sussex
stories. Yan Shapiro asked about a quote from ‘The Man who would be
King’ and received a number of replies, one or two of which showed
signs of ‘topic drift’ which tends to be very prevalent on such ‘chat
rooms’ – they often throw up fascinating sidelights, but don’t answer
the original query.
In May, Roger Ayers drew our attention to a letter in the Daily
Telegraph about the forthcoming sale of an autographed Kipling letter
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in which he admits ‘that he “may have helped himself promiscuously”
to bits of other peoples’ stories for The Jungle Book’. An accompanying article in the same paper suggested that Kipling plagiarised other
authors’ work, and this in turn produced a spirited exchange, though
Roger Ayers had mentioned, in his original posting ‘Apart from the little
details Kipling gives in the letter, nothing new in this, Kipling having
most cheerfully admitted in “When ‘Omer smote ‘is bloomin’ lyre” that
he “went an’ took” when he needed it and that it was no secret’.
The plagiarism thread ran over into June, and there was also an
enquiry about the Kipling coachman in Vermont, Matthew Howard,
which produced some interesting family information about the Howards.
Throughout, John Radcliffe has continued to tease us with the weekly
‘Quotations’ for us to identify. And there was, of course, mention of the
reviews which have appeared of Professor Tom Pinney’s magisterial
edition of Kipling’s verse.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From R. Maynard C.B.E.
I enjoyed reading Alexander Macfie’s account of the “The Green Eye
of the Yellow God” in the June issue of the Journal: I remember hearing
this poem recited by an elderly relative when I was a small boy. Kipling
knew the poem and comments on it in Something Of Myself (p. 219,
Macmillan edition 1937). Kipling knew the poem had been attributed to
him and, not surprisingly, did not greatly admire it: “It was luscious and
rampant, with a touch, I thought, of the suburban Toilet-Club school
favoured by the late Mr Oscar Wilde”. He regarded the work as a form
of plagiarism, or perhaps parody. His comment that he ‘admired the
author’ was probably ironic.
Yours faithfully,
R. Maynard C.B.E.
From Wendy Fenwick
In October 2012 I noticed online that Polkadot Pantomimes would
perform ‘The Jungle Book’ in theatres all over the U.K., but that
Kipling was not mentioned in their advertising. I spoke to the producer
who promised to put Kipling’s name on their new posters and online
adverts. Since February 2013, Kipling’s name has appeared on all their
internet advertising. I have sent the following letter to various productions: ‘As a member of the Kipling Society, I am delighted that you are
performing “The Jungle Book”. I would be even more delighted if you
would add “Rudyard Kipling’s The Jungle Book” to your production.
I feel his name needs to be kept alive, and would be most grateful if
you would add it to your programmes, posters etc., to keep the younger
generation familiar with his great work. I wish you every success in
your performance.’
I would like to encourage Kipling Society members in other
countries to bring Kipling’s name into lights beside the Jungle Book
productions.
Yours faithfully,
Wendy Fenwick
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ABOUT THE KIPLING SOCIETY
The Kipling Society is for anyone interested in the prose and verse, and
the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865–1936). It is one of the most
active and enduring literary societies in Britain and, as the only one which
focuses on Kipling and his place in English Literature, attracts a worldwide membership. (Details from the Society’s web-site and membership
forms from the Membership Secretary, Kipling Society, 31 Brookside,
Billericay, Essex CM11 1DT. The forms quote the minimum annual
subscription rates. Some members contribute a little more.
The Society is a Registered Charity and a voluntary, non-profitmaking organisation. Its activities, which are controlled by a Council
and run by the Secretary and honorary officials, include:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining a specialised Library in City University, Northampton
Square, London EC1V 0HB,
answering enquiries from the public (schools, publishers, writers and the
media), and providing speakers on request,
arranging a regular programme of lectures, and a formal Annual Luncheon
with a Guest Speaker,
running the web-site at www.kipling.org.uk for members of the Society
and anyone else around the world with an interest in the life and work of
Rudyard Kipling,
and publishing the Kipling Journal, every quarter.

The Journal of the Society aims to entertain and inform. It is sent to
subscribing paying members all over the world free of charge. This
includes libraries, English Faculties, and ‘Journal-only’ members. Since
1927, the Journal has published important items by Kipling, not readily
found elsewhere, valuable historical information, and literary comment
by authorities in their field, following Kipling, whose own diverse
interests and versatile talent covered a wide range of literary writing –
letters, travel, prose and verse. For the serious scholar of Kipling, who
cannot afford to overlook the Journal, a comprehensive index of the
entire run since 1927 is available online to members or in our Library.
Apply to: The Librarian, Kipling Society, 72 Millbank, Headcorn,
Ashford, Kent TN27 9RG, England or email to jwawalker@gmail.
com
The Editor of the Kipling Journal publishes membership news,
Society events, and the texts of talks given by invited speakers. She is also
happy to receive letters and articles from readers. These may be edited
and publication is not guaranteed. Letters of crisp comment, under 1000
words, and articles between 1000–4000 are especially welcome. Write
to: The Editor, Kipling Journal, 36 St Dunstan’s Street, Canterbury,
Kent CT2 8BZ, England, or email jem1@kent.ac.uk

